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Oakley, Gruben, Storer, and Sun 
Elected to AALL Board

Robert L. Oakley Karl T. Gruben

Maryruth Storer Cossette T. Sun

Robert L. Oakley, Director of the Law Library and Professor of Law at Georgetown
University Law Center in Washington, D.C., was elected Vice President/President-Elect
in this years’ Association elections.  

Karl T. Gruben, Director of Firm Libraries for Vinson & Elkins, LLP, in Houston,
Texas, was elected Secretary.

Elected to three-year terms on the Executive Board were Maryruth Storer, Law
Library Director of Orange County Law in Santa Ana, California, and Cossette T.
Sun, Law Library Director of the Bernard E. Witkin Alameda County Law Library in
Oakland, California.

The AALL Executive Staff reports that 1763 votes were cast by the election deadline.
Ballots were tallied by four members of the Chicago Association of Law Libraries:
Janice Collins, Judy Gaskell, Carol Klink, and Mary Lu Linnane.
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The current impetus for the United States
to develop a legal protection regime for
databases stems from the removal of 
most copyright protection for factual
databases by the Supreme Court’s
unanimous decision in Feist Publications,
Inc. vs. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S.
340 (1991). The Feist Court ruled that the
“sweat of the brow” doctrine, which had
been thought in some Federal Districts 
to entitle factual databases to copyright
protection through the investment of the
compiler’s time and effort, did not do so.
Only those elements of the database that
have the requisite modicum of originality,
such as arrangement and selection, are
entitled to copyright protection.

On the international legal front, the
driving force for change has come
primarily from the development by the
European Union of Directive 96/9/EC 
on the Legal Protection of Databases,
effective in each Member State on January
1, 1998. This Directive sets out a separate
legal regime for protection of databases
not covered by copyright in which there
has been a qualitative and/or quantitative
substantial investment in the obtaining,
verification, or presentation of the
contents. Further, each Member State
“shall provide for a right for the maker of
a database ... to prevent extraction and/or
re-utilization of the whole or a substantial
part evaluated qualitatively and or
quantitatively, of the contents of that
database.” Protection lasts for 15 years
and is renewable for another 15 years 
each time there is any substantial change.
The Directive does not protect databases

created in the United States, unless they
are owned by a European company. Some
argue that this places some American
databases at a competitive disadvantage.

Congressional Efforts 
Lead up to H.R. 354
Congress has attempted to pass database
protection legislation before. While 
H.R. 3531, The Database Investment and
Intellectual Property Antipiracy Act of 1996,
failed at the time, bills introduced in the
105th and 106th Congress followed its
ideas closely. Various drafts of H.R. 2652,
the Collections of Information Antipiracy Act,
won broad support, and the House of
Representatives passed it last May.
Included for a time in the bill that went 
on to create the recent Digital Millennium
Copyright Act, it was pulled from the Act
a few days before passage last summer,
partly because it lacked any “fair use”
exceptions for database users.

Rep. Howard Coble (R-NC), originator 
of H.R. 2562, reintroduced the current
version of his bill January 19, 1999, as 
H.R 354. Substantively similar to the older
legislation, H.R. 354 provides protection
for “collections of information,” defined
as “information that has been collected
and has been organized for the purpose 
of bringing discrete items of information
together in one place or through one
source so that users may access them.”
Information is subsequently defined as
“facts, data, works of authorship, or 
any other intangible material capable 
of being collected and organized in a
systematic way.”

H.R. 354’s proposed protection is 15 years,
although the term potentially may be
renewable in perpetuity, as in other
proposals. The bill does not protect
collections of information gathered by or
for a government entity but would protect
government information reproduced in
another publisher’s database. 

Liability extends to “[a]ny person 
who extracts, or uses in commerce, 
all or a substantial part, measured either
quantitatively or qualitatively, of a
collection of information gathered,
organized, or maintained by another
person through the investment of
substantial monetary or other resources,
so as to cause harm to the actual or
potential market of that other person ... 
for a product or service that incorporates
that collection of information and is
offered or intended to be offered for sale
or otherwise in commerce by that other

person.” The term potential market is
defined as a market that a database owner
has “current and demonstrable plans to
exploit or that is commonly exploited 
by persons offering similar products or
services incorporating collections of
information.”

Opposition from Librarians
The library and academic communities
have opposed database legislation 
because it is overly restrictive of scholarly
communication. 

First, this legislation is not needed;
technological and available legal measures
already provide adequate protection.
Electronic data are increasingly being
restricted through technological measures,
broadly termed automated rights
management systems, including encryption,
watermarking, and other procedures that
specifically allow various, pre-defined
uses of electronic information. 

Second, many of the definitions in the
current proposal are overly broad. For
example, there is no adequate definition 
of the term substantial, either as it applies
to the quantity of extracted information or
the investment of resources for database
creation. The term potential market is
similarly vague, potentially including 
any conceivable business plan. Information
encompasses “intangible material capable
of being collected,” a phrase so broad as
to lose all meaning. 

Third, users can take only limited
guidance from the “fair use” provisions
found in the latest version. As proposed,
nonprofit researchers may use substantial
parts of information collections, but only
so long as the act does not harm the
“actual” market for the information. 
There is no precise definition of how this
harm is to be accurately measured. In fact,
it seems that the proposal would permit
costly litigation against academics 
who would then be forced to raise this
imprecise defense after the suit has begun. 

Fourth, although protection would 
not apply to government databases, it
would apply to databases created from
government information. Arguably,
government information, which is created
by taxpayer money for taxpayer use,
should remain available free of charge, 
or at low cost to pay for some delivery
surcharges. Database protection proposals
would limit access to this information if 
it were incorporated into commercial
databases. 

A Quick Primer on 
Database Protection
by Sarah Cox and Steven Anderson
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W
ashington, D.C., our nation’s 
capital, certainly sits squarely at 
the crossroads of the nation. As an

international city that represents a diversity
of ethnic cultures and complements the
surrounding localities of Maryland and
Northern Virginia, D.C. also serves as the
crossroads for a region and for the world.
If you and your family will be visiting the
greater D.C. area for the first time, there
are many sights and attractions you won’t
want to miss, and with a little pre-planning
you’ll be able to make the most of your
time at the Crossroads!

The District of Columbia offers an
abundance of activities, many of which 
are accessible by Metro, D.C.’s subway
system. (A ride through Metro’s tunnel
system in the District, on the above-ground
tracks in the suburbs, and under the
Potomac River to Virginia, is a treat for 
the kids in and of itself!) Many “must-see”
sights are appealing to children of all
ages. In addition to more than 3000 exotic
animals, the National Zoological Park
houses the famous giant Chinese panda
Hsing-Hsing. The Zoo, accessible via
Metro’s Red Line, also features the
“Amazonia” rain forest, Zoolab, a Bird

Resource Center, and the Reptile 
Discovery Center with a number of 
hands-on activities. 

Families could easily spend an entire
vacation visiting the Smithsonian
Institution museums at the east end 
of the National Mall. Start at the Visitor’s
Center in the Castle Building. Then take 
a ride on the Carousel, or see a children’s
musical or puppet show at the Discovery
Theater in the Arts & Industries Building.
You can view dinosaur fossils, fabulous
jewels, and an insect zoo at the
Natural History Museum and 
salute the original Star Spangled
Banner while watching its 
stars and stripes being carefully
restored at the Museum
of American History. The
Air and Space Museum
boasts historical exhibits of all
types of air and space crafts, 
from Kitty Hawk to NASA, in
addition to its planetarium shows 
and Imax movies. Much to 
the kids’ delight, there are
numerous gift shops to find
in the Smithsonian museums
displaying treasured souvenirs. 

Be sure to include a jaunt over
to Union Station, which is
located near Capitol Hill. Union
Station, which services Amtrak as
well as local trains to Maryland 
and Virginia, has been beautifully
refurbished and offers shopping,
restaurants, a food court, movie
theaters, and various special exhibits.
Within walking distance of the Station
is a landmark not to be missed, the
United States Capitol. Also nearby 
are the National Postal Museum,
featuring stamps dating back to Colonial

Times as well as a Pony Express exhibit,
and the Capital Children’s Museum,
which features numerous hands-on exhibits.

As the July weather in D.C. is generally
hot-to-scorching, plan to cool off and get 
a duck’s-eye view of the City by riding a
paddle boat on the Potomac at the 
Tidal Basin. You can then begin your tour
of the famous monuments and memorials,
beginning with the Jefferson Memorial
on the south side of the Basin, hiking west

to view the newest
memorial to
Franklin D.

Roosevelt, north
to the Lincoln

Memorial and the
Vietnam Veterans

Memorial, and then
finally east to the
Washington Monument,
which is currently
surrounded by renovation
scaffolding, but is still

accessible. While 
the monument is

under renovation,
a special
interpretative
center is open 
to the public,

offering virtual-
reality observation
deck views of the 
city and beyond. 

From the Mall you
can head downtown 
to the National
Aquarium in
the Commerce

Department, which features an interactive
touch tank and over 250 species of fish,
and the Old Post Office Pavilion,

Sights for You and Your Family 
at the Crossroads of D.C.
by Elizabeth Conte and Virginia Bryant 
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where you can ride a glass elevator to the
top of the 315 foot clock tower for a really
spectacular view of the City!

What visit to our nation’s capital would be
complete without a visit to the White
House? Self-guided tours are available in
the mornings, Tuesday through Saturday.
To get tickets plan to arrive at the White
House Visitor Center by 7 a.m. at the latest
on the morning you wish to tour, or contact
your Congressperson before leaving 
home to obtain reserved tickets. Have 
the afternoon free? Check out the 
Explorers Hall exhibits at the National
Geographic Society, which offers 
a simulated orbital flight, “Earth Station

One.” Try one of the many exotic
restaurants in Georgetown, or hop 
on board a replica canal boat in
Georgetown for a relaxing mule-drawn
ride on the Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal, while listening to a park ranger
dressed in period clothing explain the
history of the canal.

Across the Potomac, and accessible 
by Metro, is Arlington National
Cemetery, where you can see the 
grave sites of John F. and Jacqueline
Kennedy, among other notables, and visit
Arlington House, home of Robert E. Lee.
You can also take Metro to Old Town
Alexandria, which is paved with
cobblestones and chock full of historic
landmarks. Farther out, but accessible 
by bus, is George Washington’s home,
Mount Vernon. The teenagers in 
your family will love to go shopping 
at Potomac Mills Mall in Dale City,
Virginia, which is one of the largest 
outlet malls in the country (bring your
hiking boots for this one!). Are your teens
interested in amusement parks? Check out
the local tours in the Preliminary Program
for the tour to Paramount’s Kings
Dominion, the home of VOLCANO, 
the Blast Coaster. 

Much closer to D.C., in Largo, Maryland,
and primed for its grand opening in May
1999, is Six Flags America, which
seeks to entice the adventuresome to try
the new thrill-seeking roller coaster, The
Joker’s Jinx. For an alternative fun and
worthwhile day trip, take Amtrak from
Union Station north to Baltimore for a visit
to the Baltimore Aquarium, which
features a dolphin show and walk-through
rain forest.

When planning your schedules, keep 
in mind that, in contrast to the museums,
some of the open-air memorials and
monuments are accessible at night and
many of the sightseeing bus and trolley
tours run after dark as well. With a little
planning and a lot of energy, you and
your family can experience many of the
“must-see” sights that Washington, D.C., 
at the Crossroads has to offer!

Elizabeth Conte (conteb@howrey.com) 
is Reference Librarian at Howrey & Simon
in Washington, D.C. Virginia Bryant
(vbryant@burns.nlc.gwu.edu) is Head of
Technical Services at the Jacob Burns Law
Library of George Washington University
in Washington, D.C. Together they are the
co-chairs of the Local Advisory Committee’s
Children’s Activities Subcommittee.

URLs for sites mentioned:
Smithsonian Institution, including 
the National Zoological Park, 
and National Postal Museum:
http://www.si.edu

Capital Children’s Museum:
http://www.ccm.org

National Park Service site covering 
the Mall monuments, Old Post Office
Pavilion, White House, and C & O
Canal: http://www.nps.gov

National Geographic Society 
Explorers Hall: http://www.national
geographic.com/explorer/index.html

Old Town Alexandria:
http://ci.alexandria.va.us/
oha/oha.html

Mount Vernon:
http://www.mountvernon.org

Potomac Mills Mall:
http://www.potomac-mills.com

Kings Dominion:
http://www.pkd4fun.com

Six Flags America:
http://www.adventureworld.com/
indexa.html

Baltimore Aquarium:
http://www.aqua.org
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T he first and most important thing is: don’t be shy. 
Assume you have an important contribution to make 
and build on that.

However, no one wants to go to all the trouble of
researching and writing an article and then having it turned
down because, for example, there is a major piece on
essentially the same topic in an issue that’s just being
printed. How would you know that?!? By conferring with the
editor before you write the piece. This is what’s known as
querying: a prospective author—i.e., you—contacts an
editor—ahem, us—and basically pitches the story idea, 
and finds out whether there’s any interest in it before going
through all the blood, sweat, and tears of having to actually
write the thing. Oftentimes we’ll like the basic idea but
suggest taking a different angle or approach, and that could
mean the difference between acceptance and rejection right
there. Your query also gives us an opportunity to discuss
length, deadlines, format, etc.

Writing for a magazine is rather different than writing for 
a journal. It is usually insufficient to have only an interesting
topic; in order for your magazine piece to be truly
successful, you need to present an interesting topic in an
interesting way. Also, don’t expect a lot of give-and-take 
with us once the deadline has passed. When writing for 
a journal, the editor will typically return a manuscript with
suggested changes, the author will disagree with some of 
the suggestions, and so it goes, back and forth—a constant
process of negotiation and compromise occurs as the piece
takes shape. With a monthly magazine, the production
schedule is so much narrower in time that multiple drafts
becomes an unattainable luxury; it’s highly unlikely we’ll 
be able to confer with you about cuts and changes, as
rewarding and edifying as that might be; copy gets cut,
changes get made, the magazine gets printed, and we 
all move on to the next big thing. 

When you’re at the point of actually sitting down to write,
try not to get in your own way. Don’t worry too much about
whether or not we‘ll like your prose, don’t revise endlessly
until you become verbally constipated—just get the article
written and in the mail. We look at it like this: our job is to
print what you write, but we can’t do that unless you send 
it to us.

If you’re having trouble coming up with an angle, ask
yourself this question: “What difference does it make to 
the reader?” Look for a way to get a reaction from your
audience—any reaction, even horror and revulsion, is better
than none at all—and then hammer down hard. Be funny, be
irate, be opinionated, be outrageous—just don’t be passive

or long-winded. If you’re really
stuck, jump-start the process by

writing us a letter. “Dear AALL
Spectrum, I am really excited about

[insert your topic] because...“
and when you’re done, just

strike out the opening
bit and voila! your

first draft is
finished.

What we’re looking for: illuminating and entertaining
articles on topics of real interest to law librarians and 
other legal information users. Technology and library
management are perennial and seemingly inexhaustible
areas of interest. Whenever possible, write from your own
experience, in the first person—it makes the piece much
more involving for the reader. AALL Spectrum prefers articles
in the 2000–5000 word range (roughly 250 words fit 
on a double-spaced typescript page, so we’re talking 8–20
pages of typescript), but we’re happy to consider both
shorter and longer pieces. 

One thing that greatly increases the likelihood of acceptance
is having interesting graphics—photos, charts, tables, 
etc.—to accompany your piece. AALL Spectrum accepts
photographic prints and slides, color or black-and-white, and
if a negative is all you’ve got then we’ll take that, too. We
can accept graphical images in all the major formats. We
usually end up re-drawing tables and graphs so don’t sweat
over them excessively. 

One nit to pick: AALL Spectrum has printed several articles
with end notes, and in retrospect we wish we’d been more
rigorous and edited the pieces to get rid of the notes. In
almost every instance, the information you’ll want to put in
notes can be simply incorporated into the main body of the
text. Repeat after us: parentheses good, end notes bad.

So what are you waiting for? Send us your articles—your
musings, your rantings, your epic meditations. Also your
cartoons, your photographs, your puzzles, your laundry 
lists. And feel free to float ideas our way. Call us at
312/939-4770, ext. 19, send a fax to 312/431-1097, 
or send e-mail to pbeck@aall.org. 

Do the best you can and try to have fun. We look forward 
to hearing from you.

Peter Beck

Editor, AALL Spectrum

General Information for Contributors
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March 25, 1999
AALL Joins Nolo Press in 
Suit against Texas UPLC
AALL joined Nolo Press as a plaintiff in its
lawsuit seeking a declaratory judgment on
the legal status in Texas of Nolo’s self-help
legal publications. The Texas Unauthorized
Practice of Law Committee (UPLC) has
declared that self-help legal publications
constitute the “unauthorized practice 
of law” and seeks to ban the sale and
distribution of books and software similar 
to Nolo’s from libraries and bookstores in

Texas. The Texas Library Association and 
six users of Nolo materials are the other 
co-plaintiffs. Supporting public access to 
self-help legal materials in Texas is not a 
new issue for AALL. We wrote the UPLC in
May 1998 as it began its investigation,
stating that such materials assist the public in
understanding the law and do not constitute
the unauthorized practice of law. Our thanks
to GRC member Keith Stiverson (Deputy 
Law Librarian at Tarlton Law Library) for her
invaluable assistance in working locally with
the Nolo legal team and coordinating efforts
with the Texas Library Association.

FOI Day Celebration 
at the Freedom Forum
The 10th anniversary celebration of the
Madison Award by the American Library
Association and the Coalition on Government
Information, to which AALL belongs, was
hosted by the Freedom Forum on March 16,
1999. This highly successful one-day
conference on “Access to Information:
Strategies and Solutions” focused on the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and the
increased declassification of federal records,
dovetailing nicely with the excellent work of
the 1999 Madison Award winners, the
congressional sponsors and members of the
President John F. Kennedy Assassination
Records Review Board. One ingredient of 
the day’s success was the full house:
members of the press, government agency
officials, librarians, historians, representatives
from the non-profit community, former
congressional staffers, attorneys, and others
interested in FOIA issues. New personal
contacts made there will be very helpful in
our efforts to champion public access to
government information and FOIA issues.

Roslyn Mazer, chair of the Interagency
Security Classification Appeals Panel (ISCAP)
at the Department of Justice, began the day
by highlighting the success of President
Clinton’s Executive Order No. 12,958 
that mandated automatic declassification—
as she put it, “maximum responsible
disclosure”—of documents within 25 years.
Three distinguished panels presented
interesting and lively discussions on “When
FOIA Requests Wind Up in Court,” “Posting
Chemical Plant Worst-case Scenarios on the
Net,” and “A Success Story: Release of JFK
Assassination Records.” Panelists conceded
that classification of records is a formidable
culture problem for agencies, almost a
“reflexive” security measure. They debated
how this practice might be changed; most
agreed that development of government-wide

standards or guidelines might serve as a
partial solution, along with the ability
afforded agencies by technology. Keynoter
John Podesta (White House Chief of Staff)
reiterated the substantial progress under the
Clinton Administration in declassifying
documents. My June column for Documents
to the People (http://www.ll.georgetown.
edu/aallwash/wash0699.html) has a
longer summary of the day’s events. The
Freedom Forum has also placed RealAudio
files at http://www.freedomforum.
org/first/1999/2/ombudevents.asp.

More on the EPA and 
WCS Information
Recent House and Senate committees have
aired concerns that the Environmental
Protection Agency’s plans to disseminate
important public information—mandated by
Section 112(r) of the 1990 Clean Air Act—
through the Internet might lead to terrorist
attacks. Chemical companies have until June
21, 1999, to submit their Risk Management
Plans that contain chemical hazard
information needed to reduce the risks of
industrial accidents, save lives, protect health
and property, and prevent pollution. AALL has
joined environmental, community and other
right-to-know groups in insisting that broad
dissemination of “Worst-case Scenario”
(WCS) data will motivate chemical companies
to reduce hazardous risks while alerting the
public to the existence of hazardous materials
in their neighborhoods. Chemical companies,
seeking to limit broad public access to these
data, have raised the specter of terrorism 
as a scare tactic. In recent letters to House
Commerce Committee chairman Thomas J.
Bliley (R-VA), we urged him to reconsider
introducing legislation that would limit the
disclosure of the non-classified WCS
information by disseminating it in CD-ROM
format that “could not be copied, duplicated,
or posted on the Internet.” We believe that 
this does not satisfy all FOIA requests and are
equally concerned that, if Congress does limit
public access to these data, it will serve as a
bad precedent for other agencies to follow 
in limiting access to potentially “sensitive” yet
non-classified government information. With
the fast approaching reporting deadline of
mid-June, such efforts to postpone the deadline
and/or curb or restrict disclosure will be on
the legislative fast track.

Mary Alice Baish, Associate Washington Affairs
Representative, Edward B. Williams Law Library, 
111 G Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20001-1417 
• 202/662-9200 • fax: 202/662-9202 
• e-mail: baish@law.georgetown.edu 
• Internet: http://www.ll.georgetown.edu/aallwash

by Mary Alice BaishWashington Brief

The Washington Affairs Office Web site
offers a wealth of information about our
recent busy slate of activities. Bookmark 
it now and check out the following new
documents.

Under Letters learn how AALL is
supporting legislation in Texas that will
increase funding for county law libraries;
promoting Distance Education through
Digital Technologies in reply comments to
the Copyright Office; and protecting the
public’s Right to Know about chemical
accidents.

Testimony for the Plaintiffs’ Original
Petition for Declaratory Judgment in the
Nolo lawsuit against the Texas UPLC, 
and our recent House testimony on the
new database protection bill, H.R. 354. 

Report on the Accomplishments of 
the Shared Legal Capability (SLC),
1995–1998; the very informative Primer
on the Digital Millennium Copyright Act:
What the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act and the Copyright Term Extension Act
Mean for the Library Community by SLC
counsel Arnie Lutzker; and a Position
Statement on H.R. 354.

Speaking Out: my recent presentation
on The Future of Government Information:
Permanent Public Access and
Dissemination for the NOCALL/SCALL
Joint Institute, and Bob Oakley’s
presentation on Copyright 1998:
Recalibrating the Balance for the March
Annual Meeting of the Federal Libraries
and Information Coordinating Committee. 

Updates: timely access to my regular
columns for AALL Spectrum and
Documents to the People.
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Chapter Web News
The Law Libraries Association of Alabama
(LLAA) is pleased to announce the
relocation of the Chapter’s Web site to
http://www.aallnet.org/chapter/llaa.

GPLLA (Greater Philadelphia) has updated
its Web site to include a new Internet Trainers
Forum Link. The page features selected URLs
on teaching, training, and presentations to
help in the training of Internet novices. The
page is divided into three sections: Selected
URLs on Teaching, Training, Presentations;
Tutorials & Guides; and Off-line Browsers—
Demo. The page’s address is
www.gplla.org/Trainers/index.htm.

March Events
NJLLA (New Jersey) presented “Bridge 
the Gap 1999: A Legal Research Program
for Summer Associates” at Seton Hall
University School of Law. The content 
of the program included: Legal Research
Skills & Basic Sources, Legislative 
History, Administrative Materials, 
Business Dimensions, Client Expectations,
Assignment Clarification, and Workload
Management. Faculty and speakers were
Daniel Barnes (Edwards & Angell), Daniel
Campbell, Marjorie Crawford and Helen
Leskovac (Rutgers-Newark Law Library),
Lucy Gozdz-Rieger (Library Update), Jay
Greenstone (McCarter & English), and
Kathleen McCarthy (Seton Hall University
School of Law).

LLSDC (District of Columbia) presented
“1999 Legal Research Institutes I and II,”
which were aimed at those working in 
law libraries who wanted to sharpen 
their research skills and non-law library
personnel and paralegals with limited
experience using basic American legal
sources. The program topics were: Primary
Law—Cases, Primary Law—Statutes,
Secondary Sources, Looseleaf Service,
Legislative History Sources, Administrative
Law, Internet Resources, and Updating
Research.

AzALL (Arizona) held the first live
“Shepard’s versus KeyCite Search Off” 
as part of its March monthly meeting,
which was held at Lewis and Roca in
Phoenix. Dan Dabney from WESTLAW 
and Russ Mead from LEXIS did side-by-side
comparisons of their respective citators
using laptops and projectors, sharing a 
10-foot screen. Each searcher was given 
a number of citations from Arizona and

Federal jurisdictions, one at a time. They
then ran the cite and explained the 
results as they came up on their screens,
contrasting their treatments and options
with the other service. Michael Reddy
(Lewis and Roca) moderated the session,
asking questions, and fielded questions
from the attending AzALL members. The
hour-long session included searches done
on their proprietary software as well as
their Web sites for comparison purposes.
All attendees, including the WESTLAW 
and LEXIS folks, felt it was a valuable
contribution to those attending. 

Spring Meetings Flower
ALLUNY (Upstate New York) held its
annual Spring Institute at Syracuse University
Library on April 15. The seminar was held
in conjunction with the AALL professional
development satellite videoconference
“Quality Customer Service: Beyond How
May I Help You?” A discussion by panelists
representing academic, court, and private
law libraries on related customer service
issues followed the videofeed.

The MichALL (Michigan) Spring Meeting
was held May 14 at Laurel Manor 
in Livonia. The seminar, “Change
Management,” focused on resiliency and
the cultivation of five personal attributes:
being positive, being focused, being
flexible, being organized, and being
proactive. Through a combination of
lecture, small group discussion, and
individual exercises, participants learned
about the nature of personal change,
explored their personal responses to
change, and developed a personal plan 
to strengthen their ability to manage
change. The faculty was from Thomson
University, a part of West Group.

Boston College Law Library hosted the
1999 LLNE (New England) Spring
Meeting, “Ethics and the Internet.” The
day-long meeting offered the following
topics and speakers: “First Amendment and
the Internet: Free Speech vs. Protection” by
Stuart Sutton (Syracuse University School of
Information Studies); “The Internet: Barriers
to Entry” by Pamela Smith (Boston College
Law School); “Intellectual Property and the
Internet” by Alfred Yen (Boston College
Law School); and “The Practice of Law 
and the Internet” by John Hallal and David
Watson (Gadsby & Hannah). The keynote
speaker was Trotter Hardy (College of
William and Mary School of Law). Janis

Johnston from the AALL Executive Board
also spoke.

Chapters’ United Effort
When the non-profit Texas Rural Legal Aid
Library in Del Rio was devastated by the
flooding of the Rio Grande, libraries across
the country donated books. Nearly the
entire library was restored with little cost 
to the Legal Aid society. Chapters DALL
(Dallas), HALL (Houston), and SWALL
(Southwestern) joined forces to cover the
shipping costs of nearly 500 volumes of
S.W.2d, donated by a sole practitioner.

Reading the Newsletters
“The Electronic Librarian: Internet-Based
CLE Programs,” by Kevin Miles (Vial
Hamilton Koch & Knox). The author
describes three CLE providers: CLE Online,
State Bar of Texas, and Practising Law
Institute. Also included is a selected
directory of Internet CLE programs. 
23 DALL Advance Sheet 7 (March 1999),
edited by Catherine Magruder.

“Promoting Your Law Library and
Strengthening Your Budget Requests: 
A Team Effort,” by Charles H. Oates
(Regent University Law Library). This article
describes a project undertaken by the law
librarians at Regent University to develop 
a computer slide show for the university
president. The presentation illustrated 
the services of the law library, increased
faculty and student awareness of library
services, and created a platform of
credibility from which to launch future
budget requests, in addition to allowing
library staff to be involved in a major 
team effort. 24 Southeastern Law Librarian
4 (Winter 1999), edited by Amy Osborne
and Ebba Jo Sexton.

“Catch a New Wave While Surfing: Smart
Browsing,” by Ken Kozlowski (University 
of Dayton). The author describes “smart”
browsing features currently offered by
Netscape Navigator 4.5 and Microsoft
Internet Explorer 5.0. 1999 ORALL
Newsletter 3 (March 1999), edited by
Shaun Esposito.

Compiled and edited by Susan L. Trask,
College of William & Mary Marshall-Wythe Law
Library, P.O.Box 8795, Williamsburg, VA
23187-8795 • 757/221-6351 • fax: 757/221-3051
• sltras@facstaff.wm.edu

by Sue TraskChapter News
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The Association’s 
fiscal year ended on
September 30, 1998,
at which time our
financial records 
were audited by the
independent audit firm
of Wolf and Company
of Oak Brook, Illinois.

Wolf is retained by the Executive Board 
to certify the accuracy of the financial
statements and the integrity of the
accounting systems. The essence of the
audit report is its opinion whether the
statements fairly and accurately report the
financial condition of the Association at the
end of the year. Again this year, Wolf
rendered an unqualified opinion to the
effect that our financial statements “present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the American Association of
Law Libraries as of September 30,
1998...and the results of its operations and
cash flows for the year...in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.”

At the January meeting of the Finance and
Budget Committee, the Wolf and Company
partner responsible for our audit presented
the report and comments regarding 
the overall financial condition of the
Association. Members of the Committee
were given an opportunity to ask questions
regarding any items related to the

statements, methods, records, or
procedures employed by the financial staff.

I am presenting several schedules, which
summarize the data presented in the audit
report received by the Executive Board. 
If you would like to receive the complete
report, please request a copy from 
Steve Ligda, Director of Finance and
Administration.

Schedule A is a comparison of the
Assets, Liabilities, and Fund Balances 
of the Association as of September 30 
(the fiscal year-end) of the two most 
recent years. You will note a decrease 
in total Assets, notably the value of the
Investments. With the prior fiscal year
(1997) change in accounting principles 
for financial statements as published by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB), investments are now reported at
their fair market value. This change was
adopted (both for profit and non-profit
organizations) in order to present a more
accurate picture of the value of the assets
of an entity. The amount now reported as
the dollar amount of Investments is subject
to the effects of the bond and equities
markets, which make up the AALL’s
Investment Portfolio. The decrease being
reported here is the result of two major
factors: the Executive Board approval of
the withdrawal of $377,000 of investment
appreciation reported in the last fiscal
year; and a modest decline in portfolio
value occurring when the August 1998
stock markets reacted negatively to the
upheaval of financial markets in the 
Far East. The withdrawal, upon the
recommendation of the Strategic Planning
and Finance and Budget Committees, was
to fund one-time or special projects, which
were not part of the Operating Fund
budget. These efforts included, among
others, meetings of the Task Force on
Uniform Citation Format; continuing
support of the Washington Affairs Office;
and funding for the Information Technology
Working Group, now the Access to
Electronic Legal Information Committee.
Also included as an integral part of the
Board action was an increase in the
balance of the Current Reserve Fund to
cover any potential losses resulting from
outside factors such as a precipitous
decline in membership, significantly lower
Annual Meeting attendance, or far fewer
than the usual number of exhibitors.

Under the Liabilities and Fund Balances
amounts, the largest decrease was the total
reported for deferred subscription income.
This decline was due in part to a revision
in the method of recognizing revenues
from the Index to Foreign Legal Periodicals.
The revised method more correctly reflects
those subscription amounts collected for
future copy sales of the Index.

Schedule B compares the various
categories of revenues and expenses for
the two most recent fiscal years. On the
revenue side, of note is the decrease in
revenues generated by the Investment
Portfolio. The major factors for the decline
were, as noted in the previous paragraph,
the Board-approved withdrawal and the
August 1998 market decline. However, on

by Janis Johnston, johnston.1@nd.eduFrom the Treasurer

American Association of Law Libraries
Comparative Balance Sheets

Schedule A

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1997 1998

Assets
Cash on Hand $ 28,109 $ 21,834
Accrued Interest Receivable 13,533 17,935
Accounts Receivable 245,622 140,896
Prepaid Expenses 154,087 166,513
Investments at Market Value 3,609,430 3,435,328
Furniture & Equipment, 

net of depreciation 203,989 171,254

Total Assets $4,254,770 $3,953,760

Liabilities & Fund Balances
Accounts payable & accrued 

expenses $ 317,080 $ 268,157
Deferred membership dues 372,528 381,093
Deferred subscription income 234,954 139,173
Deferred compensation 73,189 86,657

Unrestricted Fund Balances 2,962,041 2,753,295
Restricted Fund Balances 294,978 325,385

Total Liabilities & Fund 
Balances $4,254,770 $3,953,760

American Association of Law Libraries
Comparative Statement 

of Revenues & Expenses

Schedule B

Total of all Funds: Current Reserve; Investment; 
Special Interest Sections; and Restricted

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1997 1998

Revenues
Membership Dues $ 578,800 $ 577,525 
Publications & Royalties 569,291 666,865 
Scholarships, Grants, 

Contributions 93,134 179,241 
Annual Meeting 1,039,793 1,071,006 
Professional Development 42,067 43,362 
Member List Sales 109,289 127,085 
Dividend & Interest Income 115,880 132,628
Realized Gain (Loss) 

on Investments 147,971 (21,585)
Unrealized Gain (Loss) 

on Investments 534,519 (14,968)
Special Interest Sections 100,538 112,240 
Other Revenues 6,862 32,262

Total Revenues $3,338,144 $2,905,661 

Expenses
Publications $ 715,519 $ 787,845 
Annual Meeting 867,625 1,120,092 
Professional Development 54,136 104,181 
Executive Board & Committees 153,536 163,308 
Government Affairs 8,807 40,410 
Scholarships, Grants, 

Contributions 67,907 58,283 
Representatives to 

Allied Organizations 177,350 197,633 
Special Interest Sections 75,164 64,211 
Administrative & General 530,860 548,037

Total Expenses $2,650,904 $3,084,000 

Excess (deficiency) of 
revenues over expenses $ 687,240 $ (178,339)

Cumulative effect of reporting 
Investments at Market 195,703 NA

Fund Balance at the 
beginning of the year 2,374,076 3,257,019

Fund Balance at the end 
of the year $3,257,019 $3,078,680 



this Schedule, the effect is compounded by
the fact that Fiscal 1997 performance was
aided by a very aggressive stock market,
and the change to reporting investments 
at market rather than cost. Expenses also
increased over 1997 primarily under the
categories of the Annual Meeting and
Institutes and Workshops—the latter
resulting from the AALL’s initial offerings 
of regional educational programs.

Schedule C reports the fiscal year results
of the General or Operating Fund only.
The last line of the Schedule notes that 
the Excess of expenses over revenues
increased in 1998 from 1997 by
$136,893. Revenues increased by
$171,615 as a result of the adjustment to
the Index to Foreign Legal Periodicals as
noted earlier, increased registration and
Exhibit Fees from the Annual Meeting, and
resurgence in Member List Sales. Expenses,
however, increased significantly over
1997, the majority of which were 
incurred for the Annual Meeting. 

An analysis of some specific items from 
the General Fund is:

• Membership Dues revenues 
were nominally unchanged, as
membership leveled off at 4596
members, a modest increase 
over the 4512 at the prior fiscal
year-end.

• The largest revenue item, the
Annual Meeting, returned net after
all direct costs of $334,592.
Consolidation within the legal
information services industry is
reflected in fewer exhibitors at 
each succeeding Meeting. The
1998 Exhibitor count of 101 firms
and 160 booths was the fourth
consecutive year of declining
attendance for this segment.
Registered attendees totaled 1863,
well below the expected 2065. 
On the positive side, we are now
generating modest revenues 
from the sale of advertising space
in both the Preliminary and 
Final Programs, and we have
experienced success in controlling
Meeting expenses in most
categories.

• Professional Development revenues
and expenses for 1998 reflect our
first year of regional programming
and distance (satellite) pro-
gramming. While our initial
“numbers” were modest, we are
experiencing increasing interest and
attendance for this member benefit.

• The Index To Foreign Legal
Periodicals continues to generate 
a significant contribution to net
operating performance. Royalties
generated by increased online and
CD-ROM reference is a growing
revenue stream.

• Publications experienced a modest
decline in revenues and increased
expenses. A major factor was the
first full year of experience with
AALL Spectrum magazine in a four-
color format. The offering of color
advertising has not generated a
significant increase in ad revenues
as hoped. Many former black and
white advertisers have now shifted
to four-color, but new vendors 
have not been attracted by color
advertising.

• The Biennial Salary Survey, for the
second consecutive issue, did not
generate sufficient sales to recover
the costs of production. The Board
approved a transfer from the
Publication Reserve Fund to offset
the loss. Future plans call for
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American Association of Law Libraries
Comparative Statement of Revenues &

Expenses General (Operating) Fund

Schedule C

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1997 1998

Revenues
Membership Dues $ 578,800 $ 577,525 
Publications & Royalties 191,589 182,963 
Index to Foreign Legal 

Periodicals 377,702 471,323 
Annual Meeting 1,039,793 1,071,006 
Professional Development 42,067 43,362 
Member List Sales 109,289 127,085 
SIS Dues & Other Income 44,740 38,175 
Other Revenues 31,870 76,026

Total Revenues $2,415,850 $2,587,465 

Expenses
Publications $ 460,884 $ 493,933 
Index to Foreign Legal 

Periodicals 236,228 227,377 
Annual Meeting 867,625 1,120,092 
Professional Development 54,136 104,181 
Executive Board & Committees 153,536 163,308 
Administrative & General 530,860 548,037 
Representatives to Allied 

Organizations 174,037 129,949 
Other Expenses 1,063 0

Total Expenses $2,478,369 $2,786,877

Excess (deficiency) of  
revenue over expenses $ (62,519) $ (199,412)

The official report on these pages gives you an accurate picture of our financial
health. But most of us lack training in reading financial reports. As Treasurer, 
I can tell you that generally the Association is financially healthy. But I hope 
that you will take the time to review the important information included here. 

Our current financial health is due in large part to the recent strong
performance of the stock market. Earnings generated by our investments have
made many new initiatives possible and are keeping AALL a vital force in 
the professional lives of our members. In addition, prudent management 
has enabled the Association to provide needed member services, important
educational opportunities, and advocacy on critical information policy issues.
We don’t have a dollar to spare, but we are using our dollars wisely.

In the coming fiscal year the Association will begin a new phase in its strategic
planning. Part of that process will include long-range financial planning as 
well. Several years ago, new financial policies were adopted to insure a sound
economic base for the Association. Those policies are working well to provide
the appropriate checks and balances necessary to keep the Association’s
budget balanced. But now it is time to take our planning a step further to insure
that funding is available to support the specific goals in our next strategic plan.

This will be a challenge for the Association. Our membership is diverse in its
interests and needs, making it difficult at times to establish funding priorities.
What appears as an important initiative to one segment of our membership 
may not seem as important to another. But whatever our individual priorities
may be, together we are committed to ensuring that law librarianship remains 
a rewarding profession and active force in society. To do that, we must use our
financial resources wisely. Please let me know if there is any further information
that I, as Treasurer, can provide to increase your understanding of AALL’s
finances. 

continued on page 14
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providing the Survey results online
thus avoiding the significant cost of
producing a hard-copy format.

Schedule D details the components 
of the Restricted and Unrestricted Fund
Balances on Schedule A.

The various other Funds and Projects have
been established by the Executive Board 
to ensure that adequate funding is
available to support issues or advocacy
views, maintain regional programming
efforts, or as is the case with Scholarships
and Grants, that contributions are

accounted for and restricted to their
intended purposes.

New for fiscal 1999 are the two
Funds/Projects at the bottom of the
Schedule. As each of these Funds or
Projects completes its appointed charge,
the Fund will be discontinued.

If any member would like to comment, or
would like clarification of our financial
performance or policies, please feel free 
to contact me or Steve Ligda. We will be
glad to respond.

American Association of Law Libraries
Comparative Statement of 

Fund Balances

Schedule D

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
1997 1998

Funds
Current Reserve Fund $ 163,695 $ 271,122 
Investment Fund (at market) 2,375,345 2,027,225 
Special Interest Sections 115,699 127,803 
Aspen Research Grant Fund 24,993 28,503 
Call for Papers Award Fund 0 (3,000)
Government Affairs Fund 33,688 23,612 
Grant Fund 7,517 4,770 
Minority Stipend & 

Scholarship Funds 106,903 113,540 
CIS Scholarship Fund NA 1,500 
AALL Memorial Fund 5,150 5,520 
John Johnson Memorial Fund 180,558 205,575 
Holoch Fund 10,000 10,000 
Publications Reserve Project 50,000 24,844 
West Professional 

Education Fund 5,774 34,272 
LEXIS Series Project 14,399 25,416 
Chapter Relations Project 12,798 20,825 
IFLP Reserve Fund 25,925 44,584 
Continuing Education Project 93,711 58,447 
Membership Development 

Project 30,864 11,608 
Media Relations Project NA 23,057 
Publisher Relations Tool 

Kit Project NA 19,457

Totals $3,257,019 $3,078,680 

From the Treasurer continued from page 13

Copyright Corner continued from page 4

This brief survey shows that database
protection legislation is unlikely to
subside soon. To win library and
academic community support, such
legislation needs to foster, rather than
restrict, scholarly communication, and
more fully appreciate the ways in 
which society relies on open access 
to networked information.

Sarah Cox (sciz@holmes.law.uconn.edu) 
is Foreign, International & Comparative 
Law Librarian at the University of
Connecticut School of Law Library in
Hartford, Connecticut. Steven Anderson
(sanderson@gfrlaw.com) is Librarian at
Gordon Feinblatt Rothman Hoffberger 
& Hollander in Baltimore, Maryland.
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I

Professional Perspectives — Tools and Techniques of the Trade. The Professional Development Committee encourages members to continue to
explore topics after presentations at the local, regional, and national levels. We welcome your comments and article suggestions. Please contact
Carol Avery Nicholson at 919/962-1199 or carol_nicholson@unc.edu.

to Win Management Support
Using Basic Rules

AALL recognizes major support from BNA, Inc. for the Professional Development Program.

by Judith Meadows

I suspect that there are many law
librarians who find themselves in 
the following situation: 

• A library that increasingly 
depends on automation.

• Reliance on a technology staff that
does not report to the library
director and has other priorities.

• An unwillingness to alienate the
larger organization’s other senior
staff members by pushing for 
total autonomy.

The State Law Library of Montana was 
in that position for years. This article will
describe our situation, and how I was 
able to have a new position—electronic
services librarian—added to our staff by
following three basic management rules: 

1. Be able to identify what library
functions are unmet, and how 
that hurts the library’s operations
and its services to customers.

2. Align yourself with the 
person who directs the larger
organization’s technology staff.
Make that person your ally, who
can argue for your needs rather
than opposing your requests.

3. Remember that it is easiest to 
not fight the good fight alone. 

I realize that most readers of this 
article do not share with me the special
challenges of being funded during a 
90-day biennial legislative session with
elected representatives who not only 
don’t use law libraries or understand their
uniqueness, but also are loathe to add
new positions to state government. The
strategies of convincing decision-makers
can be applied to any work environment,
however, and I hope that my experience
can help others.

Although the State Law Library of
Montana is an independent agency of 

the Judiciary, it relies on the Office of the
Court Administrator for assistance in 
the areas of payroll processing, online
payments, and technology support. 
About five years ago the state legislature
approved funding for the Court to
automate the district courts. The money,
which came from a surcharge on district
court filing fees, amounted to almost 
one million dollars a year, and provided
for the hiring of ten programmers 
and technicians who would be hired
immediately.

I was very supportive of this special
funding bill when it was introduced, 
and excited that the new staff also would
be responsible for support of the law
library’s technical needs. I even was 
so bold as to suggest to the Court
Administrator that one of the technicians
actually be assigned full time to the
library. Of course that idea was not
seriously considered by anyone other than
me. And over the next year, it was very
apparent that we were not going to get
any more help than we ever had, because
the priorities of the Court’s automation
staff were the district courts around the
state. Whenever I would ask for more
help, I was told that the funding bill
stipulated support for the district courts,
not the law library. 

Meanwhile, our technical needs were
growing exponentially. The library’s first
integrated automated system (which ran
on OS/2!), CD-ROMs, Internet and e-mail
access, and Web page maintenance all
demanded more and more time. No other
offices of the judiciary relied on, or even
used, any of these programs. The law
library was always far out in front of the
others in terms of automation. In fact, 
one of the court technicians told me 
once that he preferred working with us,
because what we did was so much more
interesting and demanding than his other
work. I suspect he also liked the fact that
when he came down to the library we

greeted him with bows, applause, and
offers of candy and flowers! Most of the
court’s technology team simply did 
not understand why it was that when
something needed to be worked on in 
the law library, it could not wait. 
They were not accountable to a public
constituency, or customers whose 
needs were sometimes desperate. Our
relationship with the technology staff
reminds me of the following joke:

A man flying in a hot air balloon 
realizes that he is lost. He reduces his
altitude, and spots a man on the ground.
He lowers the balloon further and 
shouts, “Excuse me, can you tell me
where I am?”

The man below says, “Yes. You’re in 
a hot air balloon, hovering 30 feet above
this field.”

“You must work in technology,” 
the balloonist says.

“I do,” replies the man. “How did 
you know?”

“Well,” says the balloonist, “everything
you have told me is technically correct,
but it’s no darn use to anyone.”

The man on the ground responded 
with, “You must work in business.”

“I do. How did you know?”

“Well, you don’t know where the heck
you are, or where the heck you’re going,
but you expect me to be able to help.
You’re in the same position you were
before we met, only now it’s my fault!”

Our situation was not exactly that of the
businessman, however. We did know
where we were, and had a very clear 
idea of where we wanted to go.

The number of law library staff members
had remained at seven people for more
than a dozen years, despite the fact that
all our user statistics had at least doubled
during that time period. Not only were
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we busier, and using more and more
technology, but our customer base was
shifting. We found ourselves serving 
more and more non-law-educated people,
who of course took much more time to
help. I had attempted to get legislative
approval for additional staff by myself,
asking for no assistance from the court
administrator. I had not been successful.
Obviously a different tactic was required.

Although the library’s board of trustees 
is the entire Montana Supreme Court, 
I meet on a routine basis with a library
committee that is composed of three 
of the Associate Justices and myself. 
I started inviting the Court
Administrator—the Judiciary’s chief
legislative lobbyist—to our meetings. 
I began to build my case, using the
statistics that we so very carefully
gathered. The Court Administrator 
came to the realization that his staff had
neither the time nor the ability to take
care of all our automation needs, and
that the best solution would be to have
another professional added to the
library’s staff. The committee worked as
a team to come to the decision that we
would request the creation of a new
position for electronic assistance for the
law library. We talked to the Chief Justice,
who was fully supportive of our decision.
This became a major “plank” in the
Judiciary’s legislative program, rather
than one that stood alone.

When the Legislature came into session,
we were ready. Our request stood out as
one that was fully justified, and even was
included in the Chief Justice’s State of the
Judiciary Report. The time for my direct
appeal to our Appropriations Committee
came. You think meeting with a dean or 
a firm administrator is a challenge? I had
to communicate our mission and needs to
two ranchers, a glazier, a nurse educator,
an innkeeper, and an owner of a small
business. I very carefully laid out the
environment in which we work and 
the tools that help us help our customers.
I acknowledged that it seemed
contradictory to be requesting both
additional funding for book inflation 
and an extra professional to assist with
electronic information. I explained that
the only way I was going to be able to

eventually stop asking for larger book
budgets was to have the full-time
assistance of a professional who would
help us create the online library.

The hearing closed, and the following 
day, when the committee members took
executive action on the Judiciary’s budget,
it postponed a decision on my request.
This was a good sign, as the group had
not voted against it. The Court
Administrator then took over. Whenever
he had the opportunity to buttonhole 
a legislator and discuss the judiciary’s
needs, he talked about the library’s
request. The committee eventually voted

to approve the new library position. The
recommendation sailed through both the
House of Representatives and the Senate,
and survived the Governor’s scrutiny.
When all the dust settled, our request 
was still intact, and I had both the
funding and new F.T.E. (which is
government talk for full time position).

In the spring of 1997, we decided on the
new position’s title and wrote the job
description for our electronic services
librarian. Part of this step was to make 
a staff decision as to the qualifications 
for the person we would be looking for. 
I was concerned that by requiring an
MLS, we might not be able to hire
someone with the experience we needed
for administering a network, selecting
hardware, loading software upgrades, 
and the myriad other responsibilities 
the person would have. The rest of the
staff, however, was very convincing 
in justifying why we needed a “real
librarian.” They were adamant that a
librarian would be the only one to have
the background and credentials to
understand how both our internal and
external customers use information. 

Our job description stated a preference 
for a law degree, as we knew that we also
needed help with our reference workload.

We advertised the position, and recruited
during the AALL Annual Meeting 
in Baltimore. I set the salary to be
competitive on a national level, knowing
that we would be competing with other
libraries across the United States for
someone with the skills, experience, and
aptitude we were looking for. We quickly
learned that there weren’t many of these
special people around. We had to hope
that the unique challenges of working 
in a public law library coupled with the
beauty and popularity of Montana would
do the trick. And luckily our wishes were
fulfilled! 

The strategies used during the year that
led up to hiring our new librarian were
these:

• Be able to identify what library
functions are unmet, and how 
that hurts the library’s operations
and its services to customers.

• Align yourself with the 
person who directs the larger
organization’s technology staff.
Make that person your ally, who
can argue for your needs rather
than opposing your requests.

• Remember that it is easiest to not
fight the good fight alone.

This scenario played out in 1997. Our new
librarian has been in her position now 
for a year and a half. My entire staff 
and I are delighted with her capabilities,
resilience, and indominatability. Do we
have everything we need? Absolutely 
not. All three conditions listed at the
beginning of this article still exist, yet we
are much better off than we were. You 
will have to wait until next month to 
read the rest of our story! Next month’s
PDC feature will be written by Lisa
Mecklenberg, the person we hired for our
new position. She will describe for you
what it is like to make up a job as she 
goes along, day-by-day.

Judith Meadows (jmeadows@mt.gov) is
Director of the State Law Library of Montana,
Helena, Montana. 

You think meeting with a dean,
or a firm administrator is a
challenge? I had to communicate
our mission and needs to two
ranchers, a glazier, a nurse
educator, an innkeeper, and 
an owner of a small business.
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The listings here are edited for space and are
provided to keep readers informed of what sorts 
of jobs have been recently available. Many jobs
listed here will have been filled by the time the
issue is printed. Full listings of all current placement
ads are available through several means: 
by phone, from the 24-hour Career Hotline,
312/939-7877; by FAX, from the AALL Fax-on-
Demand service (call 908/544-5901 and request
document 730); on the World Wide Web, at
AALLNET (http://www.aallnet.org). To place an
ad, call Marcia Bradley at 312/939-4764.

California
Satellite Librarian, U.S. Courts Library, 
Los Angeles. Library services are based in
downtown Los Angeles; there is also an
unstaffed branch library in Santa Ana,
California. Starting salary: $48,000 to
$59,000 depending on experience and
qualifications. #13577

Assistant/Associate Catalog Librarian,
Robert Crown Law Library/Stanford University,
Stanford. Catalogs materials in all formats;
evaluates name authorities as part of the
Library’s NACO commitment; participates in
setting department goals and procedures; assists
in development of Web-based documentation 
for technical services. Requires MLS. Reading
knowledge of one modern Western language is
required, German preferred. Initial appointment
at the Assistant Librarian ($36,132–47,436) or
Associate Librarian ($40,044–53,136) level
depending upon qualifications and experience.
#13572

Connecticut
Law Librarian, Updike Kelly & Spellacy,
Hartford. Responsible for overall library
operations, including collection and financial
management, and library-related technology.
MLS required, law firm experience preferred.
#13571

District of Columbia
Director, Library Staff, U.S. Department of
Justice, Washington, D.C. This Senior Executive
Service position directs the full range of library
and information-related services to Department
staff. To view the vacancy announcement, go to:
http://www.usdoj.gov/careers/jobs/19Feb99/
19Feb99a01.html. #13568

Research Librarian, Steptoe & Johnson LLP,
Washington. Provides both legal and non-legal
research to over 250 attorneys in a variety 
of practice areas. MLS required; JD preferred.
#13566

East Coast
Legal Citation Consultant, The Bluebook
Partner Journals—Location Flexible. Coordinate,
research, and develop the Seventeenth Edition
of The Bluebook: A Uniform Citation System.
Revisions will focus on vendor and medium
neutral citation. The position is full time and 
is expected to last six months, but may be
extended. Candidates who are able to work 
in either Boston, New Haven, New York, 
or Philadelphia are strongly preferred, but
candidates from other areas will be considered.
#13582

Georgia
Library Manager, Cadence Group, Inc.,
Atlanta. Responsible for management and
maintenance of library supporting 25+ attorneys.
MLS and 3 years’ law library experience
required. Position is research intensive and
requires proficiency in online resources. 
Above average salary plus benefits. #13580

Illinois
Librarian, Law Library/DePaul University,
Chicago. Provides legal research assistance 
and instruction. Requires MLS and JD. Schedule
requires one weekend a month and one evening
a week. Salary of $36,680–45,850 with a full
benefits package. #13567

Professional Law Librarian, Illinois 
Institute of Technology (IIT) Downtown 
Campus Information Center, Chicago. Provide
professional library services at the Illinois
Institute of Technology’s Downtown Campus
Information Center, which includes the Chicago-
Kent College of Law, the Stuart School of
Business, and the Library of International
Relations. Duties involve all areas of professional
librarianship, including reference, classroom
instruction, acquisitions, faculty liaison, materials
handling, and representation of the Information
Center and university to external constituencies.
Requires MLS and JD. #13570

Michigan
Associate Reference Librarian, University 
of Michigan Law Library, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Provides full range of reference service for all
parts of the collection to law school community.
Responsible for collection development in
assigned area of international law and
documents. JD and MLS required. Salary:
$34,000 and up depending on qualifications;
generous benefits worth 22% of salary. #13133

New Jersey
Librarian, Reed Smith Shaw & McClay,
Princeton. Solo librarian position receives
support from headquarters and other branch
office library staff. Performs legal and business
research using traditional and online sources
with an emphasis on retrieval-type activity. Trains
attorneys on CD-ROM and Internet services.
Responsible for daily library maintenance
including mail check-in, routing, and shelving.
Requires MLS or equivalent experience plus 
two years’ experience in research-related
position in law firm environment. #13573

Research Law Librarian, AT&T Law &
Government Affairs Division Law Library,
Basking Ridge. Directs the research and
information retrieval functions of members 
of the Law and Government Affairs Division
worldwide. Must possess 4–5 years’ experience
in a corporate law library, law firm, or related
situation. MLS and JD required. #13579

New York 
Reference/Acquisitions Librarian, Cornell
University Law Library, Ithaca. Responsibilities
split between Reference (50%—provides
extensive reference and research service in
Anglo-American, international, and foreign law;
regular evening and periodic weekend reference
hours) and Acquisitions (50%—as Head of the

Acquisitions Department, manages the
operations of a highly automated department,
and an annual acquisitions budget of
$950,000). Requires MLS and JD. #13581

North Carolina
Director of Information Technology,
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice PLLC,
Winston-Salem. Manages staff of 60 personnel
through three team leaders; teams are organized
to support Knowledge/Information (including 
law library operations), Software/Training, and
Hardware management. The ideal candidate 
will have a BA/BS in Management, Library
Science, or Computer Science, or a JD/MLS 
with library management experience. Five plus
years of information services management is
required. Competitive salary, benefits and 
bonus commensurate with experience and
qualifications. Relocation assistance to 
Winston-Salem is provided. For more information
about Womble Carlyle, browse the Web site at
http://www.wcsr.com. #13565

Pennsylvania
Information Integrator (Business &
Healthcare) Astra Pharmaceuticals, Wayne.
Provide medical, business, regulatory, and
general research services. Requires BA/MS in
Information Science, business, marketing, or
other relevant discipline; MLS or other graduate
level training preferred. 3+ years of solid
pharmaceutical or other regulated industry
experience is desired. #13576

Reference Librarian, Reed Smith Shaw 
& McClay, Philadelphia. Performs legal and
business research using traditional and online
sources, with an emphasis on retrieval-type
activity. Trains attorneys on CD-ROM, Internet,
and electronic resources. Requires MLS or
equivalent experience plus one year in 
research-related position in law firm
environment. #13575

Library Manager, Reed Smith Shaw &
McClay, Philadelphia. Coordinates library
service for four regional offices of a Pittsburgh-
based firm. Handles research and reference
requests, develops and monitors budgets,
develops library collection, and provides
training for attorneys on CD-ROM, Internet, and
electronic resources. Requires MLS or equivalent
experience plus two years’ experience in a law
library management position. #13574

Reference/Research Librarian, Mid-sized
Northeast Pennsylvania Law Firm, Scranton.
Combines reference, technology, and
administrative responsibilities including, but not
limited to, traditional legal research, computer-
assisted research, and Internet-based research.
Requires MLS, preferably with law library
experience. Excellent benefits package with
salary commensurate with experience. #13569

Texas
Reference Coordinator, Texas Legislative
Reference Library, Austin. Provides leadership
role by supervising and participating in
reference services. Trains staff and library 
users, promotes library services, and develops
research tools. Requires MLS. Starting salary
$40,000+, depending upon qualifications.
#13578

Placement Listings
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by Melinda D. DavisSpecial Interest Section News

Social Responsibilities 
“Why Volunteer?”
“A Capital Contribution: Law Librarians Serving the District” was
announced in last month’s AALL Spectrum (see below). I imagine
some AALL members responded with the thought, “Why volunteer?”
So I asked SR-SIS member Carol Billings to share some of her
thoughts with us based on her experiences with ALA last year. 
Here is her reply.  

When ALA held its Midwinter Meeting in New Orleans in
January 1998, a special volunteer effort was carried out for 
the first time as an initiative of President Barbara Ford. Many
members of the Louisiana Library Association were involved in
organizing the project, and because I happened to be state
president at the time, I ended up as a co-chair. Our project
involved transporting about 200 librarians from all over the
country to a number of New Orleans and suburban schools and
public library branches to do story hours and Internet training.
Lunches and t-shirts were provided by a vendor for the volunteers
as were the buses. Because it was the maiden attempt at such
an effort, there were a few glitches, mainly communications
problems with the schools, but generally everyone involved felt
that it was a worthwhile project. School librarians were very
involved in making it all work. New Orleans Mayor Morial 
gave the volunteers a spirited send-off with a wonderful speech
emphasizing the importance of supporting libraries.

So what are the benefits of carrying out such a volunteer project?

1. The effort really does benefit the community—in ALA’s
case, the school children and public library users. Because
volunteerism and charity are such important American
values, it is important for our profession to set the example.
Law librarians are committed to improving society through
access to information and justice, and anything we do that
shows the community—especially deprived ones—that
librarians are good people will bring those people into 
our libraries where they can be helped.

2. It’s a good bonding experience for our members to do good
things together. They make new friends with common interests.

3. It’s good for our profession to be seen by the community
doing things for people. That attracts good, caring people
to our profession, and signals that libraries and the justice
system are valuable things.

4. Such an experience develops loyalty to our Association 
by our members because it gives them an opportunity to
do worthwhile things for the community.

5. Personal satisfaction from contributing to such projects
makes us understand the value of helping other people.
Many of us regularly volunteer for other charities,
churches, synagogues, etc., and I think all of us who do
feel that the work we do, the resources we contribute, 
etc. are among the most worthwhile things we do. 

— Carol Billings, Director of the Law Library, Law Library 
of Louisiana

Any questions regarding this exciting venture can be directed to
Karen Westwood, SR-SIS Chair (Minnesota State Law Library, 
25 Constitution Ave. St. Paul, Minnesota 55155; 651-297-2087;
karen.westwood@courts.state.mn.us).

Submitted by Karen Westwood

Melinda D. Davis, University of Tennessee Law Library, 1505 W. Cumberland
Avenue, Knoxville, TN 37996-1800 • 423/974-6552 • fax: 423/974-6571 
• davis@libra.law.utk.edu

Special Volunteer Opportunity
“A Capital Contribution: Law Librarians Serving the District” is the theme for the Social Responsibilities volunteer opportunity debuting in Washington, D.C. this July. At the suggestion of
Jim Heller, AALL President, the Social Responsibilities SIS is sponsoring a chance for law librarians to spend a couple of hours during the Annual Meeting reading to children, 
trouble-shooting computers and processing books in the D.C. Public School system.

If just 5% of the expected 2000 attendees volunteered two hours each, 200 hours of law librarian expertise would be contributed to our host city. What better way to emphasize the
service nature of librarianship? Watch AALL Spectrum for more details on how to get involved. Or contact Karen Westwood, SR-SIS Chair (Head of Outreach Services, Minnesota State Law
Library, 25 Constitution Ave., St. Paul, MN 55155, 651/297-2087, karen.westwood@courts.state.mn.us) for more details or to volunteer.

LIBRARY
TECHNOLOGY
ALLIANCE, LTD.

P.O. Box 77232
Washington, D.C. 20013-8232
LTA@bellatlantic.net
202.789.2099
202.789.2474 fax

Books and Periodicals ONLINE
is the most comprehensive 
database of journals,
newspapers, periodi-
cals, newsletters and
reference works
available online… 

FULLTEXT

ABSTRACTS

CITATIONS

Visit us at www.periodicals.net

We Wrote the Book 
on Information Management
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New Librarians 
Karen Antoci is now a Librarian at
Matthew Bender & Co. Inc. in New York
City. Karen recently received her MLS 
from St. John’s University. 

New Places and Responsibilities 
Yan Hong is now the Insurance Law
Librarian at the University of Connecticut
Law Library. Yan previously worked at 
the University of Vermont. 

Anne Jennings has formed A. 
Jennings, Legal Research & Information 
in Charleston, South Carolina. Anne is a
former librarian with Sinkler & Boyd P.A.,
and a former partner in Infofacto, The
Legal & Business Research Center LLC. 

Susan van Beek, formerly the Director
of Library Services for Hawkins Delafield 
& Wood in New York City, is the new
Director of Library and Information
Services at Hebb & Gitlin in Hartford,
Connecticut. She is the firm’s first
professional librarian. 

Ann Evans, Manager of the Davis
Graham & Stubbs LLP Law Library in
Denver, Colorado, has retired. Ann had
been with the firm for 12 years. Tom
Duggan, formerly the firm’s Information
Resources and Facilities Administrator, is
replacing Ann as Manager of the library.
In addition to overseeing the library, 
Tom will continue to have management
responsibility for records and facilities. 

The former Suzanne Broque (Law 
& Business Libraries Manager, CIGNA
Corporation Law Library, Hartford,
Connecticut) is now Suzanne
Borenstein. Suzanne reports that she 
has returned to her original identity and 
is once again an independent woman.  

Professional Activities 
Greta Boeringer (Reference/
Documents/Non-Print Librarian, Pace
University Law Library, White Plains, 
New York) has taken a second job as
Community Legal Resource Network
Librarian at CUNY School of Law. (see
p.32).

James Duggan (Director of Information
Technology, Southern Illinois University Law
Library, Carbondale, Illinois) is the author
of “Using Illinois Legal Encyclopedias,” 
87 Illinois Bar Journal 167–168 (1999). 

Arlene Eis (Infosources Publishing,
Teaneck, New Jersey) has compiled 
and edited new editions of Legal
Newsletters in Print, Legal Looseleafs in
Print and the Directory of Law-Related 
CD-ROMs, all for 1999. 

Kathryn Fitzhugh (Reference/Special
Collections Librarian, University of
Arkansas/Pulaski County Law Library, Little
Rock, Arkansas) published “Arkansas
Practice Materials II: A Selective Annotated
Bibliography” at 21 UALR L. Rev. 363. 

John Hagemann (Law Librarian,
University of South Dakota Law Library,
Vermillion, South Dakota) gave his school’s
Gunderson Lecture, named in honor of
Clark Y. Gunderson, who taught at the
school 1934–1964. The talk was titled
“Legal Education in South Dakota: The
Gunderson Years.” It is part of an ongoing
project that will lead to publication in 2001
of a centennial history of the School of Law. 

Stephen Jordan (Reference Librarian,
State Law Library of Montana, Helena,
Montana) was recognized by the Montana
First Judicial District Bar Association for 
his work in administering the Law Library
Legal Advice Clinic, a clinic in which state
attorneys provide pro bono family law
advice to pro se litigants. 

Delores Jorgensen (Catalog Librarian,
University of South Dakota Law Library,
Vermillion, South Dakota) has completed
the second edition of her book South
Dakota Legal Research Guide, published
by William S. Hein & Co. 

Catherine Lemann (Electronic Resources
Librarian, Law Library of Louisiana, New
Orleans, Louisiana) received the Louisiana
Library Association Government Documents
Round Table 1999 Margaret T. Lane
Award. The award recognized her
contributions to improved access to
government information. Prior to the
establishment of the Supreme Court’s Web
site in 1996, the Supreme Court’s opinions
were “fugitive” documents. She promoted
the site and continues to post the opinions. 

Lynn Randall (State Law Librarian,
Maine State Law & Legislative Reference
Library, Augusta, Maine) was in
Madagascar, where she helped with the
National Assembly Library. This project
was funded by the U.S. Agency for
International Development. 

Linda Ryan (Acting Director, St. John’s
University Law Library, New York) was

recently named to the CALI Editorial 
Board and will be a panelist at this 
year’s CALI meeting on the topic of Law
School/University IT Relationships. 

Much paralegal education has taken place
of late. Anne Morrison (Assistant Law
Librarian, Circuit Court for Prince George’s
County, Upper Marlboro, Maryland) gave 
a presentation to the Maryland Association
of Paralegals on “Internet Research and
Resources for Paralegals.” James Mullen
(Librarian, Hutchins Wheeler & Dittmar,
Boston, Massachusetts) and Diane 
Murley (Electronic Services Librarian,
Northeastern University Law Library, Boston,
Massachusetts) presented “Internet Strategies
for the Paralegal in Massachusetts” for the
Institute of Paralegal Education. Steven
Whiteside (Librarian, Sheppard Mullin
Richter & Hampton LLC, San Diego,
California) taught a seminar called “Internet
Strategies for the Paralegal in California”
for the Institute of Paralegal Education. 

Mike Whiteman and Scott Campbell
are the proud authors of a bouncing 
new book, recently published by Fred B.
Rothman & Co. as part of the AALL
Publication Series. It’s called A Union List
of Appellate Court Records and Briefs:
Federal and State. Found on reference
shelves at a law library near you. Mike
and Scott are both librarians at the Louis
D. Brandeis School of Law Library. 

At the ABA Techshow in Chicago, 
Genie Tyburski (Research Librarian,
Ballard Spahr Andrews & Ingersoll LLP,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) and Gail
Munden (Librarian, Mayer Brown & Platt,
Chicago, Illinois) gave a presentation on
building electronic libraries and balancing
paper and electronic resources. Genie also
gave a presentation with Hazel Johnson
(Reference Librarian, McGuire Woods
Battle & Boothe, Richmond, Virginia) on
Internet research realities and myths. 

Mike Christensen (Library Supervisor,
West Group, San Francisco, California)
reports that his garage band The Citations
(comprised of current and former West
Group employees) recorded “Bernie’s
Song,” a tribute to California legal scholar
Bernard E. Witkin. The song is available
from the Witkin Legal Institute Web site 
at http://www.witkin.com.  

Compiled and edited by Beth Smith, Reference
Librarian and Assistant Professor, University of
Nebraska at Lincoln, Marvin and Virginia Schmid Law
Library, Lincoln, NE 68583-0902 • 402/472-8306 
• fax: 402/472-8260 • beths@unllib.unl.edu

by Beth SmithMembership News
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American Association of Law Libraries

Mission: Recognizing that the availability of legal information to all people 
is a necessary requirement for a just and democratic society, the American
Association of Law Libraries exists to promote and enhance the value of 
law libraries to the public, the legal community, and the world, to foster the
profession of law librarianship, and to provide leadership in the field of 
legal information and information policy.

Executive Board:
James S. Heller, President (2000)
jshell@facstaff.wm.edu 
(front, center)

Margaret Maes Axtmann, Vice President/President-Elect (2001)
m-axtm@maroon.tc.umn.edu 
(front, second from left) 

Judith Meadows, Past President (1999)
jmeadows@mt.gov
(front, second from right)

Susan P. Siebers, Secretary (1999)
ssiebers@kmz.com
(front, far right)

Janis L. Johnston, Treasurer (2001)
johnston.1@nd.edu
(front, far left)

Frank Y. Liu (2001) liu@mail.cc.duq.edu (rear, far left)

Ruth Fraley (2001) rfraley@worldnet.att.net (rear, second from left)

Mark Folmsbee (2000) zzfolm@acc.wuacc.edu (rear, third from left)

Nancy P. Johnson (1999) njohnson@gsu.edu (rear, third from right)

Heather Braithwaite Simmons (2000) lnusgmb.qz31dc@gmeds.com (rear,
second from right)

Kathleen S. Martin (1999) mart7131@mlb.com (rear, far right)

Membership: Individual member dues are $133/year. Persons who are
not law librarians may join as Associate members; individual Associate
dues are $133/year. To join AALL, or for more information, contact Marcia
Bradley at 312/939–4764, or request the membership application from 
Fax-on-Demand (732/544–5901, request document #510).

Fax-on-Demand: 732/544–5901

AALLNET Website: http://www.aallnet.org

Annual Meeting:

1999 July 17–22 Washington Convention Center, Washington, D.C.

2000 July 15–20 Pennsylvania Convention Center, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

2001 July 14–19 Minneapolis Convention Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota
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World Trade Organization
Dispute Settlement Decisions: Bernan’s Annotated Reporter

Your one-stop source for locating WTO decisions

This first-of-a-kind series from Bernan includes all WTO Panel
Reports and Appellate Decisions since the WTO’s establishment 
in 1995. In each volume you will find:
• Full-text decisions of all WTO disputes including the procedural history, factual 

background, arguments of the parties, and the court’s legal analysis of each case.
• Summary headnotes identifying significant legal issues discussed by the 

Panel/Appellate Body.
• Detailed tables outlining treaty provisions, citations to previous GATT and WTO 

disputes, member countries and their involvement in disputes, and the issues   
of all disputes submitted to the Dispute Settlement Body.

• Topical index of decisions.
This indispensable series also includes up-to-date status reports of Dispute
Settlement activity such as consultation requests, dispute filings, appeals, and settle-
ment outcomes. Each volume covers WTO ground-breaking appellate body cases
for a particular time period. Notable cases include the European beef hormones
case, the European Union-United States banana case, and the Kodak-Fuji case.

Volume 1: August 1998. Hardback. 535 pages. ISBN 0-89059-105-9. $75
Volume 2: August 1998. Hardback. 508 pages. ISBN 0-89059-106-7. $75
Volume 3: November 1998. Hardback. 525 pages. ISBN 0-89059-162-8. $75
Volume 4: December 1998. Hardback. 550 pages. ISBN 0-89059-163-6. $75
Volume 5: February 1999. Hardback. 519 pages. ISBN 0-89059-164-4. $75 

1130 Connecticut Ave., NW
Suite 675,Washington, DC 20036
Phone 800-865-3457 • Fax 800-865-3450 
E-mail order@bernan.com 
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The ABCs of Public Relations
Good public relations is an ongoing
process that should be part of the daily
routine for everyone in a library, regardless
of the size or the type. Sure, it would be
wonderful if we had a professional Public
Relations person on the staff who would
handle it, but that is seldom the reality.
Following are tips, some of which are as
easy as smiling at a patron who enters the
library. I call it the ABCs of public relations,
and some of these tips are not only for
promoting our libraries, but also for
promoting our profession. This is by no
means extensive, and you do not need a
formal program to do some of it. Most of
what is listed below is just common sense
and giving good customer service. Give it
a try and see what happens. Share your
successes with us.

Advocate. Be an advocate for your
library and law librarianship. I enjoy

meeting people who have already been
educated by another in our profession.
Pass the word on the value of a law
librarian.

Borrow. No, not books, borrow public
relations ideas from others and put your

twist on them. Be sure to ask if it is okay;
do not violate any copyright laws, and
remember to acknowledge your source.

Crow about your library’s
accomplishments, and your own.

Notify your local newspaper, bar
association, alumni, or members of your
firm about your library. Don’t be shy.
When you accomplish something, it 
reflects well on your organization.

Deliver. When you promise something 
to a library user, deliver or find an

accommodation. Broken promises are 
bad PR.

Excel. No matter the activity, do your
best to excel in whatever you do. 

Fascinate. Continue to educate your
users. Fascinate them with legal facts,

trivia or quotes. Put them on bookmarks, 
a quiz on one side and the answers on 
the other.

Grow. It is difficult to put a public
relations program in place. Start small

and grow the program, just like starting 

a garden. Don’t forget to weed outdated
information as you grow. 

Hitch. Hitch your library’s public
relations wagon on to that of a related

organization. Work with your law school,
firm, corporation, court, or bar association.
There is power in collaboration.

Image. You are representing your
institution and profession when you are

working. Be conscious of how you present
yourself to your library users and staff.

Jettison. Yes, jettison the librarianese or
jargon. Remember your audience when

you are writing a public relations piece 
or anything that you distribute in print 
or online.

Know. Know your audience (related to
the above). A fund-raising brochure 

will be different from a users’ manual. 

Logo. If your organization does not 
have one, get one. It need not be an

expensive venture. Use a clip art package,
or contact a local art school and sponsor 
a design contest.

Mature. Help your public relations
program mature by upgrading

publications and communications 
mediums. Don’t be afraid to go outside 
the organization for input.

Network. Learn how other types of
libraries promote themselves by

networking. Attend a statewide library
conference and review the brochures. 
At AALL, visit the PR Committee’s exhibit
area, where different types of libraries
share their materials.

Offer. Try to get your library’s name out
by offering to write an article for a

legal publication on a topic of interest to 
its readership.

Plan. Develop a public relations plan for
your library. Establish a time line and

stick to it.

Question. Ask yourself why you are 
still sending out a printed “New

Acquisitions List” when you could perhaps
have this information on your Web site or
on your organization’s intranet. Would it
be more useful in another format? 

Reveal. Share your public relations
successes and failures with colleagues.

We can learn from each other. Send them
to the AALL PR Chair and she can share
them with the membership via this column.
We are always looking for articles.

Seek. Look for PR opportunities, as 
they do not fall into your lap. Often a

disaster can be creatively turned around
into a successful PR opportunity. 

Tell. Let those you meet know about 
your library’s services, and about the

profession. Carry a few brochures with 
you to hand out when you are away from
the library.

Understand. A public relations plan
does not happen overnight.

Understand that it will take time.

Volunteer. Join a faculty committee, a
committee of the local bar association

or a court committee. In the process, you
will educate others about your library.

Weave. Weave a common thread
through all of your material. Use 

the same color paper, type font, and
placement of your logo on stationery,
envelopes, Web site, etc.

XThis letter stands for the unknown
quantity or variable in algebra. The

unknown will always be there for us. Try
out that PR idea you have, it is the only
way you will get the answer and the word
out about your library. 

Yearn. We can be better, as can our 
PR efforts. Aspire to have a better

brochure this year or a better annual
report. Strive to do one better each time
and you will help your library and the
profession.

Zany. Not all of our PR materials have 
to be staid. There will be materials that

lend themselves to being a bit zany. People
often remember something that shows the
lighter side of life. Let the world know that
law librarians have a sense of humor.

Regina Smith, Director of the Law Library, Jenkins
Memorial Law Library, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19107 • 215/574-7904 • fax: 215/574-7020 
• rsmith@jenkinslaw.org

by Regina SmithPublic Relations
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CATALOGING FOR LAW LIBRARIES: Outsource all your
cataloging and conversion needs with FASTCAT: our professional
librarians provide original/copy and conversion services for 
ALL materials in ALL formats. Contact us at: Library Associates,
8845 W. Olympic Blvd. Suite 201A, Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
310/289-1067 FAX: 310/289-9635. E-mail: fastcat@primenet.
com. URL: http://www.libraryassociates.com.

NEW LAW TITLES FROM EUROPE: Four times a year Martinus
Nijhoff International, full service subscription agent and book
dealer specializing in Western European material, publishes an
extensive list with new law publications from Europe. To request 
a copy, or to get more information about our International 
Law Approval Plan, please call us at 800/346-3662 or 800/664-
1853 or fax us at 508/226-1670 or 781/837-8642.

SAVE MONEY ON CATALOGING: It’s easy to use
MarciveWeb SELECT to search our database and receive
customized cataloging. MARC records for $0.27/title, catalog
cards $0.09, book label sets $0.08, smart barcode labels $0.05,
authority records $0.11. No license fee, profiling fee, or per
search fee. Other services: US depository cataloging, authorities
processing, migration, and retro. Contact us at info@marcive.com
or 800/531-7678. MARCIVE, Inc. POB 47508, San Antonio,
Texas 78265. http://www.marcive.com.

LIBRARY MANAGEMENT BRIEFINGS, a quarterly 
newsletter covering current library management and operations
ideas. Written by industry experts, 1997 issues included
Telephone Research, Medical Research for Non 
Medical Librarians, Information Audits and Records
Management. Subscription rates $65/year U.S. $75/year
international. Contact Library Specialists, Inc. 800/578-6200,
publications@libraryspecialists.com or visit our Web site at
www.libraryspecialists.com.

THE STARR REPORT: ISBN 0-9668046-0-0
The Congressional Version, unabridged, with references 
to the supporting documents. Original: Size (8 1/2 x 11)
Format/Content. $7.95 each or 15+ @ $6.00 each. 
Contact: Hutchinson Publishing Services 717/642-5977 
hutchr@cvn.net • http://www.cvn.net/~hutchr/starr.htm.

COPYRIGHT NEWS FOR LIBRARIANS: The Copyright & 
New Media Law Newsletter: For Librarians & Information
Specialists, now in its 3rd year of publication, keeps you abreast
of important copyright issues, news, and practical solutions 
to everyday activities. By subscribing to this print newsletter 
(16 pages per issue 3 times a year), you are entitled to free EMAIL
ALERTS to ensure notice of timely news, court cases, legislation
and seminars. Visit http://copyrightlaws.com, email
libraries@copyrightlaws.com, call or fax 416/352.5011.

Classified Advertising
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1999
May 19–21: “Training Skills Institute:
Managing the Learning Process,” San Diego,
California, sponsored by ARL/OLMS. Topics
include training needs analysis, learning
styles, learning objective development,
curriculum design, presentation skills, and
post-training evaluation. Fee for ARL and 
AALL members is $400. For more information:
training@arl.org or 202/296-8656.

June 3–4: “Project Management Institute:
Getting Things Done or Getting the Outcomes
You Want,” Evanston, Illinois, sponsored 
by ARL/OLMS. This workshop focuses on
moving from problem identification and
definition through action planning and
evaluation. An integrated problem-solving
model is presented, and there is intensive
practice with tools such as Gantt Charts, the
Program Evaluation and Review Technique
(PERT), and the Critical Path Method (CPM).
The fee for ARL and AALL members is $350.
For more information: training@arl.org or
202/296-8656.

July 15–17: “Basic Legal
Reference” Workshop,
Washington, D.C. An AALL
professional development
opportunity. There are 

only two essential skills to becoming a great
legal reference librarian: clairvoyance (to
understand what is actually being asked by
the patron) and omniscience (to be able to
answer the questions). This workshop is
designed for librarians new to legal
reference, either because they have never
worked in a law library before or because
they have never worked reference. It will
teach participants how to amaze patrons 
with their ability to provide insightful, useful
research guidance, and answers to reference
questions. Registration information will be
included in the 1999 AALL Annual Meeting
Preliminary Program.

July 17: “Managing 
Multi-location Libraries,”
Washington, D.C. An AALL
professional development
opportunity. The librarian
who manages the multi-location law firm
library faces exciting and demanding
challenges. This workshop explores those
challenges by applying management
principles and theories to the real world of
multi-location law firm libraries through a
series of presentations, group exercises,
discussion, and drafting or revising policies,
procedures, staff development plans, and
marketing plans. Registration information 
will be included in the 1999 AALL Annual
Meeting Preliminary Program.

July 17–22: American Association of Law
Libraries Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C.

October 7–8: “Leading Change” 
Institute, San Antonio, Texas, sponsored 
by ARL/OLMS. Participants learn how 
to implement desired change, manage
unexpected change, and gain the support 
of key stakeholders during change efforts.
While exploring classic theoretical models as
well as practical skills, participants will gain
insight into their own responses to change.
Fee for ARL and AALL members is $350. 
For more information: training@arl.org or
202/296-8656.

October 26–29: “Library Management
Skills Institute II: The Management Process,”
Evanston, Illinois, sponsored by ARL/OLMS.
This four-day intensive learning event focuses
on the organization as a whole and the
individual’s role in it. Based on the principles
of the learning organization, it stresses the
impact of personal and team learning on
organizational effectiveness. Fee for ARL 
and AALL members is $695. For more
information: training@arl.org or 202/296-
8656.

November 10–12: “Edgework Institute:
Stimulating Innovation in Libraries and
Information Services,” Washington, D.C.,
sponsored by ARL/OLMS. Participants will
gain insight into their own powers to create
innovative, vital customer services and
products and will learn new approaches 
to problem solving and solution building.
Participants will gain understanding of the
important role of expert knowledge within the
creative process. They will also explore the
theories underlying innovative organizations
and discover what makes them successful.
Fee for ARL and AALL members is $350. 
For more information: training@arl.org or
202/296-8656.

2000
July 15–20: AALL Annual Meeting,
Pennsylvania Convention Center,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

2001
July 14–19: AALL Annual Meeting,
Minneapolis Convention Center, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.

2002
July 20–24: AALL Annual Meeting, Orange
County Convention Center, Orlando, Florida.

2003
July 10–16: AALL Annual Meeting,
Washington state convention & Trade Center,
Seattle, Washington.

by Martha S. Brown, AALL Director of Programs
mbrown@aall.org

Calendar

The names of some members of the 1999 Annual Meeting Local Advisory Committee were inadvertently omitted from the
Preliminary Program. We sincerely regret the error. A complete listing of the committee appears here.

Shelley L. Dowling, Kathleen S. Martin, Suzanne Bailey, Mandy Baldridge, Marie-Louise Bernal, Diana Botluk, Virginia M.
Bryant, Leah Chanin, Elizabeth J. Conte, Linda C. Corbelli, Elmo F. Dattalo, Linda J. Davis, Frances Greene Durako, Carla
Evans, Margaret Fry, Pamela J. Gregory, Lisa Harrington, Rita A. Kaiser, Kimberly C. Kiely, Mindy L. Klasky, Richard A. Leiter,
Jennie C. Meade, Robert K. Oaks, Scott Pagel, Valerie A. Railey, Barbara Rainwater, Julia W. Schaeffer, Elizabeth Simmons,
Maureen C. Stellino, Kelly Vinopal, Laura A. Whitbeck, Susanne E. Zumbro. 
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professional and community connections. The program will link
public interest practitioners in these areas with law school faculty,
students, and resources to create interdisciplinary specialized
collaborative practices. Seminars will be offered to a mix of
practitioners and students and a virtual community will be built
linking practitioners across the state. 

St. Mary’s graduates are spread out over hundreds of miles,
struggling to serve some of the poorest communities in the nation.
In response, a computer network has been set up allowing these
attorneys access to a range of computer support—including forms
and simple briefs, e-mail, chat rooms, business management
information for the solo practitioner, and continuing legal
education. In addition, a mentoring program, research assistance,
a legal hotline, and mediation facilities will be available.

The University of Maryland has placed a demonstration law office
in the critically under-served neighborhood of Park Heights in
Baltimore. This office will serve the needs of regular folks and
support lawyers in small community-oriented practices. 

All four models are working toward making community-based
practices more efficient and successful by providing resources only
available to those practicing in large firms or government offices.
The projects also will develop sources of income, which benefit
the community. 

Significantly for law librarians, funding was included in the grant
for a part time librarian at the CUNY law school site. Libraries
and librarians are one of the precious resources that are often
unavailable to lawyers practicing in the public interest. Some law

schools do allow their graduates to use the law school libraries,
and this is one way law schools already support lawyers
practicing in the public interest. Unfortunately, even this minimal
practice is not universal among law schools. 

The Community Legal Resources Network Law Librarian at CUNY
finds herself in an academic setting, but she is serving 30 hard-
working practicing attorneys. It is like being a law firm librarian
at a law school! Fortunately, the CUNY Law Library was
developed as a first-rate firm library and has many of the practice
materials needed to support these diverse practices. 

Law librarians have an important role to play in preserving the
traditional community values that have made the legal profession
great and created the democracy it serves. Whatever our
setting—firm, law school, agency, or court—a crisis is affecting
the lawyers we serve and the society we live in. There is more at
stake here than just our jobs. 

Maybe this proposal for a new role for law schools will be the
beginning of the transformation of legal education in America.
Maybe it will be a brief experiment like federally funded legal
services. Maybe each of us can find a way to contribute to the
changes needed so our legal system really can deliver “justice 
for all.”

Greta Boeringer (GBoering@law.pace.edu), Reference/
Documents/Nonbook Librarian at Pace University of Law Library
in White Plains, New York, is the part-time CLRN Librarian
working with the CUNY program. 

Community Legal Resources continued from page 32

October 1998. 640 pages. Paperback.
ISBN 0-89059-109-1 $38.50 ($34.65 on standing order)

“

“

This [Second Edition] continues to have 
the advantage of greater recency over 
[the competitive volume]; it also covers 
government Internet resources in 
greater depth and specificity.

4611-F Assembly Drive • Lanham, MD • 20706

If a government agency has an Internet site, chances are you’ll
find it fast in Government Information on the Internet. The
new Second Edition identifies more than 1,500 federal, state, for-
eign, and international sites—some 300 new—and includes
several different indexes to speed your research. In addition to
updated URLs and new content descriptions, the Second
Edition includes citations to online publications that are avail-
able from hundreds of Web sites. It’s the one Internet reference
for any library whose patrons use government information.

The Internet Reference For
Every Type of Library...

– Rettig on Reference, February 1999

New!
Second Edition

Call or write for a 30-day free trial
Phone: 800-865-3457

Fax: 800-865-3450
E-mail: order@bernan.com
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What began as the vision of a handful of
CCH employees in 1992 became a full-
fledged reality by the end of 1998 with
the help of hundreds of people from 
CCH and IBM, who together created
innovative hardware, customized
proprietary software, and database
solutions for a new printing concept.

The result? CCH’s print-on-demand (POD)
system: a unique, state of the art high-
speed digital printing system for CCH 
print products that today produces higher
quality products that are delivered to
customers faster than ever before—
up to three times faster, in fact.

That Was Then 
Before print on demand, fulfilling an order
for a looseleaf product at CCH required 
a surprising amount of time and effort, 
all of which took place behind the scenes
on a daily basis. CCH would print entire
reporters, such as its 51,000-page
Standard Federal Tax Reporter, once 
a year and store those pages as basic
inventory stock. 

But unlike many products that are
warehoused, a looseleaf reporter is an
ever-changing work in progress. As new
developments occurred, updates to the
product had to be made, usually on a
weekly basis. Therefore, extra copies of 
all of the updates to all of CCH’s products

also had to be printed and stored, week
by week.

Next, there was the assembly process. 
If a customer placed an order for a new
looseleaf subscription in October for a
reporter that was last reprinted in January,
CCH employees in the compiling
department would go to stock and pull the
product as printed in January. They would
then manually assemble the product from
that edition—inserting or removing all of
the pages that had been updated since
then. This process took place for each 
and every new looseleaf product ordered
throughout the year. 

It was a massive operation. In the course
of one year, there were approximately 
one billion pages that CCH had to print
just to keep in stock. Millions of pages
were handled by compiling staff as part 
of the update process, and there were
warehouses of inventoried products and
update pages. When an order for a
looseleaf reporter was placed, it would
take up to three days to assemble the
product and ship it to the customer.
Meeting rush orders was particularly
difficult.

In the event that a reporter’s stock ran 
low, the current pages would have been
photographed, new offset printing plates
were made, and the whole reporter 
was reprinted. 

This Is Now
With POD, CCH does not have to compile
pages for new orders. Under the new
system, when someone subscribes to a
CCH reporter, the company prints all of
the volumes at once on high-speed digital
printers with everything in order and
completely updated.

The print-on-demand system tracks each
page in CCH print products and is
automatically updated with every current
report that is mailed to subscribers. When
an order for a CCH looseleaf reporter is
received, the order triggers the printing 
of a full set of pages for that reporter. 

Gone is the need for a massive update
filing process. Compiling staff inserts guide
tabs and puts the assembled sheets into
binders. The only inventory required is for
paper and binders. As a result, customers
receive their print products faster. CCH has
cut its order fulfillment time to 24 hours for
the great majority of its looseleaf products,
and also closed any potential gaps in
compiling quality.

Also important for CCH and its customers,
the POD system will help the company
control escalating printing costs. Over the
past several years, there has been
decreased demand for looseleaf products
as customers switch to Internet and CD-
ROM  products. As customer demand for
print products diminishes, so do the
associated economies of scale for print
production. The print on demand solution
makes the looseleaf product assembly
process much more efficient, and
significantly offsets the higher costs
associated with reduced print production.

Data Management to the Max
At the heart of the print-on-demand system
is a huge database of electronic files that
was created by a CCH data digitization
team (a.k.a. the POD people), and is now
updated on a daily basis. The database
includes individual files for every single
looseleaf page to be printed and links 
that define what pages go into individual
products and reports. It took a team of
CCH data specialists and editors two full
years to complete what seemed to be an
endless project—creating and reviewing

Cutting Edge
by Leslie BonacumOn the

with On-Demand Printing
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for accuracy a separate electronic file for
each and every page in all CCH looseleaf
reporters.

To update the POD database, an electronic
tool pulls from current product information
created by the editorial staff and also looks
to a product map file for information about
each product’s volumes and division
structure. The net result of this is an update
file for the POD database to process that
includes indexing information (metadata)
about each page for use by the POD
database in storing and retrieving each
page file. 

When a customer places an order, CCH
employees in the order management group
select the appropriate files for the desired
product. These files are then electronically
assembled and placed in an electronic
“queue” for printing. 

And, Roll ‘Em
CCH worked closely with IBM to develop
its specialized print-on-demand solution.
When the pages in the electronic queue
print, they are printed on IBM-manufactured
InfoPrint 4000 “presses.” The InfoPrint
4000 presses are actually laser printers,
using toner and fuser units, conceptually
like the majority of laser printers.

The InfoPrint model comes in pairs, with
each unit printing one side of a page. 
The first unit pulls a pin-fed roll of paper at
106 feet per minute, where two six-inch by
nine-inch pages are printed side-by-side.
Then a set of rollers turns the paper over,
and it passes through the second InfoPrint
unit, where the reverse sides of the pages
are printed. 

A finishing unit completes the process,
stripping off the pin-fed paper edges,
slitting the paper roll down the middle 
and trimming, stacking and punching 
the pages for five-ring binders—practically
all at once.

It looks something like a couple of copier
machines, but this sophisticated system 
can produce the contents for a 2000-page
volume in under four minutes. In February,
the company printed 27 million pages
using the new system.

The CCH POD solution is so innovative 
that it has become a “must see” for IBM
clients. Companies from Japan, the United
Kingdom, Mexico, Australia, and other
countries have journeyed to Chicago for 
a tour of the facility.

One benefit of the new system is that it
enables CCH to introduce new products
with incredible speed and quality. POD
allows the editors to review “one-off” print
production—they can run just one copy 
of an entire new product as it will actually
look and inspect it before giving the 
green light to the first printing run.
Working with the POD team, CCH editors
took advantage of this new capability
recently as they prepared to launch a 
new product. POD produced a final copy
of the looseleaf guide and editors viewed
and approved the product for printing.
After approval, POD went into high gear
and over 400 orders were printed and
shipped in 48 hours. 

CCH also hopes to be able use POD
technology to build highly customized
products based on customer requirements.
It presents new product development
opportunities, allowing CCH to produce
products for test and niche markets. 
“With an offset press, doing test runs 
for a sample of 20 would be prohibitively
expensive, but with POD, it will be very
easy and inexpensive,” said Jerry Pruitt,
CCH vice president of customer service
and operations.

The new technology is also being
leveraged across products and other
companies. CCH has already expanded
the use of POD from looseleaf to book
products, and other CCH and Wolters
Kluwer companies are exploring how 
they can implement similar print systems 
to meet their production needs. 

Leslie Bonacum (bonacuml@cch.com) 
is Librarian Liaison for CCH Incorporated,
based in Riverwoods, Illinois.

Open Door for On-Demand 
Later this year, CCH will welcome any
AALL member who wishes to tour the
new print-on-demand operation.
(Committee on Relations with
Information Vendors members toured the
facility shortly before it was fully
operational in 1997.) CCH will invite
AALL members back this Fall to see this
cutting-edge system in action. Please
contact Leslie Bonacum, CCH Librarian
Liaison, at 847/267-7153 if you have 
any questions or are interested in
attending a POD tour this Fall. 
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here is a black hole for most AALL
members in the Annual Meeting
program selection process: that

period between the deadline for
submitting a program proposal and the
date you are notified whether or not your
proposal was accepted. This year I had a
chance to sit inside that black hole as a
member of the Annual Meeting Program
Selections Committee (AMPSC). I learned 
a lot from what I saw during the proposal
review process and thought others might
find some of it useful in preparing
proposals in the future. Please bear in
mind that I speak for myself only, not for
AMPSC or AALL, and that procedures and
processes change over time.

Having said that, let me also say a little
about what we did before entering the
“black hole” period. All AMPSC members
were assigned to be liaisons to multiple
SISs, Chapters, caucuses, and other
interest groups. We were charged with
helping groups know about the program
theme and proposal deadlines, made 
sure they all had copies of the Program
Planners Handbook (which we also
revised), and worked with them to 
help clarify questions or issues to be
considered. My liaison assignments
included both the Technical Services and
Online Bibliographic Services SISs, and 
I sat in with their education committees
during the Annual Meeting as program
ideas were discussed.

Once proposals were turned in, however,
it was time to change hats and become a
member of AMPSC, charged with looking
at all of the programs submitted. And there
were a lot of them! Approximately two
weeks after the submission deadline, each
committee member received a big black

notebook with 170 program proposals, 
17 workshop proposals, and indexes to
the above—done every which-way (by
proposer, SIS, broad topic, length of time,
format, etc.). We had one week to read,
review, and rank proposals. Our responses
were then sent to Headquarters and
compiled into more lists that we used
during our selection meeting in September.

I’d never seen that many proposals before,
and it was intimidating. I didn’t know
anything about some of the topics, so how
could I judge their value? And others were
near and dear to my heart—how could 
I be objective? I had to look at everything
as a whole, not as individual components,
which sounds lofty and wonderful but is
hard to do.

Tim Coggins, our fearless AMPSC leader,
gave us some good advice on delving into
all this: read through everything without
trying to make notes or rank, then read it
all through again, starting at number one,
and fill out ranking/comment forms. Do
you know how long it takes to read 187
proposals? Twice?!? And how hard it is 
to keep them straight? I stocked up on little
colored sticky notes, closed the door,
forwarded the phone, and settled in. The
first time through, I put a sticky on each
proposal with some idea of the subject,
which wasn’t always obvious from the title.
Since proposals went into the book in the
order they were received, it was possible
to find proposals on similar topics
submitted by different people scattered
throughout, and it would be important
later to consider them together. By the 
end, I had so many stickies that it was
sometimes hard to find what I was looking
for and knew was there. I may possibly
have gone overboard!

My second pass through the notebook
took two days. I read each proposal,
scribbled notes and questions, and
highlighted things that grabbed me or
made me question. Then I ranked each 
on a scale of one to five and added
comments and questions on my form and
moved to the next proposal. When you’re
looking at that many proposals as a big
block, it’s amazing what things stand out
as both positives and negatives. And it
became easier to review and evaluate
proposals from a subject or area of law
librarianship that was outside my own
academic tech services realm. 

There were lots of solid programs that
were well thought-out and presented 
with good speakers and clear learning
outcomes. There were also some badly
written proposals with great topics, well-
written proposals on tired subjects, overlap
or duplication across several proposals 
on the same topic, wonderful programs
with over-exposed speakers, and things 
we expected but didn’t see at all. The
comments, questions, and issues we raised
as we read through all the proposals
became the basis for much of our
discussion at the September meeting and
were conveyed to proposal coordinators
after decisions were made.

After reading, ranking and commenting,
our information went to Headquarters to
be recompiled. We arrived in Chicago 
the same day that the Starr report was

The 
Black 
Hole

in Annual Meeting Program Selection
by Anne Myers

continued on page 30

A Great Proposal Has ... 
• An easy-to-read look. Typed pages

are easier to read in great
quantities than hand-written pages.
Word-processed proposals were
the easiest of all.

• No typos!

• Learning outcomes that truly 
were learning outcomes.

• Program levels and target
audiences that matched the
program description.

• Clear, well-written program
descriptions.

• Identified speakers, or at least 
well-defined “speaker group.”

• Some indication why those
speakers, including AALL
representatives to other groups,
were selected (as an appended
bulleted list, vitae, Web page
information, etc.).

• Ranking for proposals from an SIS.

• Relationship of the program to
others presented in the past or 
in the current group (follow-up,
counterpart, etc.).

T
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released (which was a wee bit distracting) and faced the task of
making final program selections. We had new lists of proposals 
in order of their compiled ranking, which was quite eye-opening.
There was no way that we could thoroughly discuss and review all
187 proposals in one and a half days, so we started with those
ranked most highly by the group and went from there. And that’s
when I realized what a huge chunk of the work had been done
by us as individuals as we read (and ranked) our way through
“The Notebook.” 

Don’t be misled; we didn’t just accept the top-ranked 70
proposals! Every one that was accepted, and many that were not,
was discussed by the committee and revised to be sure we had a
good balance of topics, speakers, sponsors, and formats. Some
were accepted without any changes, but the majority were revised
in some way to create stronger programs and a more solid overall
conference package. Committee members didn’t always agree
with each other during the discussions, but we listened and
learned and did our best to come up with a mixture of different
programs that met the needs of our Association colleagues.

One thing that was very clear to me by the end of it all was the
importance of the overall impression that a proposal made by 
its look and attention to detail. I don’t mean the topic, which
naturally is important, but how it looks on the page and how well
it is written. See the sidebar for a few of my thoughts about what
a good proposal should include—things that helped shape my
initial overall impression of the 187 proposals I read this year.
Remember: proposals are read first by individuals who are going
through dozens of them in a short time period. Appearances 
do count.

Anne Myers (amyers@bu.edu) is Head of Technical Services 
at Boston University’s Pappas Law Library.

AALL Spectrum wishes to thank Technical Services Law Librarian,
the newsletter of the Technical Services Special Interest Section, 
for permission to print this article, which will also appear in 
TSLL vol. 24 no. 3, March 1999.

United nations
New shoot

The Black Hole continued from page 28
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In spite of the fact that there are more
lawyers per capita in the United States
than in most other countries, most
Americans lack access to the legal system.
Studies done by the American Bar
Association, the New York Bar Association
and the Ford Foundation determined 
that 60% of the population who do not
qualify for legal aid cannot find a lawyer
to represent them—this at a time 
when judicially enforceable rights are
expanding. Additionally, a range of
community problems, such as family
violence, are being transformed into legal
issues. Some believe overuse of litigation
undermines the ability of communities to
engage in interdisciplinary problem solving
for the complex social issues they face.

During the 1960s and 1970s, 
an attempt was made to meet 
the legal needs of under-served
individuals and communities
through federally funded legal
services. Yet at the height of this
funding, more than half of our
citizens had no effective means of
access to the justice system. Then 
in 1997 Congress cut one third of
federal funding for legal services to
the poor and eliminated all funds to
national and state centers assisting
local legal services lawyers. The
dream of meeting the unmet legal

needs of our society will not be
achieved through federal funding.

Large law firms were once known for their
traditions of community service. Today,
harsh economic realities have forced law
practice to become more business-like, and
the traditions of community service are
overshadowed by pursuit of the bottom
line. Small firms and solo practitioners
often lack the training, resources and
organizational capacity to meet these 
legal needs. 

These portentous shifts and changes in 
the legal profession are reflected in legal
education. Many students enter law school
hoping to do good, but graduate hoping
to do well. They start out wanting to help
others, to make a difference. (Atticus Finch,
of To Kill a Mockingbird fame, is a hero
and role model to many law students.) 
But after three years, students emerge from
law school cynical, disillusioned, and
convinced that professional service is
simply impractical. The crushing debt 
that most graduates today bear upon
graduation makes this seem even more
certain. 

Lawyers who, against the odds, do attempt
to practice law in the public interest face
many challenges. Often they do not 
have access to mentors, support staff, or
libraries. Continuing Legal Education
programs rarely address the legal and
practice issues they face. And they often
do not have the information they need to
organize and finance their practices. 

In 1997, George Soros, one of the world’s
most generous philanthropists, created a
“Program on Law and Society” under the
Open Society Institute. This program posits
that “the strength of American Democracy
depends on the ability of its legal system 
to function effectively and deliver justice.
The program on Law and Society seeks to
promote high standards of professional
conduct and a commitment to safeguard

the American system of justice; to expand
public and community service by law
schools, students, and lawyers; to
encourage all sectors of the profession to
address the current failures of our system 
of justice to provide access, competent
assistance, and fair resolution of disputes
and to further understanding of the impact
of economic [sic] and other changes in the
profession.”

The Open Society Institute made a grant
under this program to four law schools 
in an effort to address these concerns.
Under the grant, the four schools will
develop Community Legal Resource
Networks. These networks share the goal
of developing new structures for law
practice in under-served communities,
facilitating community education and
empowerment, and developing continuing
legal education programs and law school
courses to support practice in the public
interest and to nurture a practicing setting
that is financially, professionally, and
personally satisfying.

The four schools involved are the CUNY
School of Law (http://clinic.law.cuny.edu/
soros/Soros.html), Northeastern University
(http://slaw.neu.edu/public/new/1998fall
/soros.htm), St. Mary’s University of San
Antonio (http://lawplan.stmarytx.edu), and
the University of Maryland School of Law
(http://sunspot.net/cgi-bin/editorial/story.
cgi?storyid=1050000213583). 

Each school brings unique strengths to the
program, and each has a different set 
of problems to solve in implementing 
the program. Each law school has
developed a program tailored to its unique
characteristics and sharing the same value:
the expansion of community service by law
schools and lawyers. The CUNY project
included funding for a law librarian.

CUNY’s Community Legal Resources
Network consists of three practice groups
of attorneys focusing on family law,
immigration, and general practice. These
practice groups meet regularly and are
linked by Web site technology that includes
forms and legal research links. Continuing
legal education programs are being
developed to meet the specific needs of the
practice groups. They will also have after-
hours access to the law library and the
services of the Community Legal Resources
Network Law Librarian.

Northeastern University has developed
considerable expertise through its Domestic
Violence Institute and the Urban Law 
and Public Policy Institute, as well as

Community Legal

Resources Network

to Address Under-

Served Communities
by Greta Boeringer

continued on page 25
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As another CRIV year draws to a close and we reflect on all that
has been accomplished in 1998–99, it is certainly gratifying to
consider the relationships that have been forged over the past
year. Not only has the CRIV itself coalesced as a Committee, 
but it has become a composite, if you will, of our lives as law
librarians. As we have come together from various sectors of 
the country, we have been fortunate enough to realize, in the
similarity of our professional experiences and the diversity of
our private lives, that our world gets continually smaller. In
addition to the close ties we have experienced as a Committee,
we have succeeded in creating meaningful working relationships
with many influential leaders in the legal publishing industry.
Hopefully, these relationships will continue to benefit all of us,
as we work toward greater cooperation and understanding of
the value that each of us brings to our profession.

This final issue of The CRIV Sheet for 1998–99 is filled with
tangible evidence of the hard work and dedication that has 
been demonstrated by the current Committee. In his “From the
Chair” column, Frank Houdek reports on the presence of legal
publisher representatives on the CRIV, the contributions they
bring to our discussions, and the value of their insights. 
A sidebar to Frank’s column is a list of CRIV membership
guidelines which the committee has recently drafted. The CRIV is
asking the AALL leadership to consider adopting these guidelines
to enhance the effectiveness of the Committee in the future.
Following Frank’s column, the Committee as a whole reports 
on the recent site visit to LEXIS-NEXIS headquarters in Dayton,
Ohio. In the Committee’s opinion, this visit was a profitable
undertaking, providing numerous opportunities for us to
communicate the concerns and questions about LEXIS-NEXIS
activities that had been forwarded to us by the AALL
membership. My personal thanks to all CRIV members who
compiled reports and got them to me in record time.

Immediately following the site visit report, Carl Mitchell
addresses the related issue of state, court, and county law
librarians’ attitudes regarding being “underserved” by the legal
publishing industry. These thoughts came as a result of the
LEXIS-NEXIS site visit and discussions that arose in the CRIV
meeting that followed. LEXIS personnel expressed their 
desire to address these issues as they continue to develop. 

Susan Skyzinski, one of the publisher representatives on the
CRIV, reports on the LEXIS-NEXIS Librarian Relations Group and
explains some of the development, history, and activities of 
this valuable resource group. Please use the contact information
Susan has provided to reach the appropriate personnel
whenever the need arises.

Following Susan’s article, we have included print versions of 
two components of the current CRIVPage. Elizabeth Edinger has
compiled Y2K Web sites from all legal publishers who currently
have them available. Of course, these Web sites are “clickable”
links from the CRIVPage, so we provide them here merely as
added information, hoping that they might encourage you to
access the CRIVPage and actually connect to these Web sites. 

In addition to the Y2K piece, we have also included an article 
on the sample letters to publishers that have been compiled by
Chris Graesser and Rosanne Krikorian. Chris and Rosanne have
put a lot of time into designing templates for AALL members’
correspondence with vendors, hoping that these tools will help 
to make theses tasks run more efficiently. These sample letters
can also be viewed on the CRIVPage and we hope they will be
used as shortcuts to communicating with legal information
vendors whenever appropriate.

Besides Chris Graesser’s excellent work on the sample letters,
she continues to oversee the activities of the Complaint
Resolution Subcommittee. This task remains one of the most
difficult endeavors of our Committee, and the dedication which
Chris and her Subcommittee continue to devote to this work 
is extremely important. Chris has provided an update on her
group’s work on these complaints, including a longer segment
on the recent complaints involving West Group’s shipping and
handling practices.

The final piece is an abbreviated version of industry
announcements that are posted on the CRIVPage. We hope 
AALL members will continue to use our Web page to access this
information as well as all the other links and resources that are
readily available on the CRIV Web site. Janeen Heath, CRIV
Webmaster, works hard to keep all the information posted at
this site as timely and accurate as is humanly possible. Please 
be sure to contact Janeen if you have questions, comments, 
or suggestions for enhancing this valuable resource.

The members of the CRIV and I hope that you find this issue
informative, helpful, and encouraging as you continue your
work with legal information providers. We should all bear in
mind that none of the work we do takes place in a vacuum, that
any problem or miss-communication we experience is likely
happening on many other fronts. This realization should prompt
all of us to communicate more thoroughly and effectively with
one another, trusting that the better informed we all are, the
better equipped our profession will be to meet the challenges 
of the future. I will continue my plea for interested authors to
contact me, or any other member of the CRIV, if you have issues
about which you would like to write. As always, happy reading! 
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From the Chair Frank Houdek

Southern Illinois
University Law Library
Carbondale, Illinois

The CRIV has always walked a fine line, balancing the consumer
advocacy needs of AALL members with its charge from the
Executive Board to “facilitate communications between
information vendors and the members of the Association...”
Figuring out how to register a complaint or criticism without
quickly shutting down the lines of communication—achieving
this with publishers and librarians is almost as challenging as
getting it done with one’s children. I speak from long—
and not always successful—experience with both.

In seeking to achieve this balance between advocacy and
communication, one of the CRIV’s strengths has long been 
AALL’s commitment to having committees that represented a
wide range of interests and experiences. This is most clearly
manifested in the attempt of every president-elect to appoint
committees that have balance between types of library
representatives, but it also exists with respect to experience 
in the profession and previous service. The idea is that casting 
a wide net during the appointment process will ensure that
diverse viewpoints will be brought to bear on matters handled
by the committees.

In making his CRIV appointments for 1998–1999 last spring,
then President-Elect Jim Heller went one step further by
selecting three active AALL members who were employed by
publishers to serve on the Committee. While not the first time
that someone employed by a publisher has served on an AALL
committee, it was definitely a first for the CRIV. While some may
have questioned the appointments, Heller’s thinking was simple:
the performance of a committee charged with facilitating
communications between librarians and publishers could 
only be enhanced by the addition of individuals bringing a key
perspective to the group’s work that would not otherwise be
available to the committee—that of the publisher. 

After nearly a year’s experience chairing a committee that
included both librarians and individuals employed by publishers
(all three of whom are former law librarians) as members, 
I can say without hesitation that Heller was right. Our work in
many areas—creating CRIV Tools, developing the CRIVPage,
conducting site visits, just to name a few—was aided by the full
participation of these individuals. They worked just as hard and
were just as sincere in their support of library- and AALL-related
goals as any of the other members of the Committee. This 
did not come as a surprise to me and, truth be told, I seldom
thought of them as anything other than fully-engaged 
CRIV members.

While working in this environment, however, it became clear
that the CRIV (and perhaps other AALL committees) needed 
to explicitly state—and affirm—the principles by which the
Committee and all its members operated. Dealing with a subject
matter as sensitive as publisher relations, it was important to
clarify expectations, both as to Committee makeup and to
member participation. On March 26, 1999, the Committee did

just that, adopting CRIV “Member Participation Guidelines,”
effective immediately. At this writing, they stand as internally
adopted rules to which the CRIV will adhere. However, the
Committee has forwarded the guidelines to the AALL Executive
Board for its own consideration. To assure AALL members that
the CRIV will continue to work in their best interests, the CRIV
Member Participation Guidelines are published elsewhere in 
this issue of The CRIV Sheet.

I would be remiss if I ended this column, my last as CRIV chair
for 1998–1999, without saluting each and every member of
the Committee for their outstanding work this year. The CRIV has
accomplished much—introducing CRIVAlerts, CRIVGrams, CRIV
Tools, and a revitalized CRIVPage; conducting two intensive site
visits; preparing three full issues of The CRIV Sheet; initiating the
new CRIVNotes column in the AALL Spectrum; organizing two
programs at the Annual Meeting in Washington; participating in
the review of the FTC Guides for the Law Book Industry—but
what really amazes me is that it was done by people who also
work full-time jobs and maintain active and fulfilling personal
lives. This is a special group of people and I am so pleased to
have had the chance to work with them this year.

AALL Committee on Relations 
with Information Vendors Member
Participation Guidelines

Adopted by the CRIV, March 26, 1999

The CRIV provides the Association and its members a variety of
experiences and points of view pertaining to publisher relations.
Thus CRIV members may be appointed from all categories of
Association members.

CRIV membership may include up to three individuals appointed
from the publishing community but the total should not exceed
20% of the Committee’s membership.

CRIV members are appointed on a rotating basis to ensure
geographic representation and equity and balance among
members employed by different types and sizes of libraries 
and publishers.

CRIV members submit a statement that discloses any
relationships with publishers that may affect the deliberations 
of the Committee. They also avoid inappropriate activities and
recuse themselves from decision-making or voting on specific
issues where they may have a conflict of interest.

The CRIV represents the interests of all law librarians. 
CRIV members do not represent nor advocate for the particular
benefit of any one publisher.

The CRIV Chair uses his or her best judgment and discretion in
appointing members to subcommittees and particular tasks, 
to avoid any real or perceived bias or conflict of interest. 
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Introduction
On March 24–26, 1999, the CRIV conducted its second site visit
of 1998–1999 by meeting with executives and others from 
all parts of the LEXIS-NEXIS Group at LEXIS-NEXIS headquarters
in Dayton, Ohio. Although substantial parts of the company 
are situated in other parts of the country, the visit included
discussion of issues pertaining not only to LEXIS Online, but 
also to Matthew Bender, Lexis Law Publishing, Shepard’s, and
Martindale-Hubbell. 

The CRIV was pleased that open, free-flowing discussions
throughout the day involved not only executives of the highest
level in LEXIS-NEXIS, but also individuals who were directly
responsible for particular areas of operation such as customer
service, sales, and editorial. The CRIV came to the visit armed
with a lengthy list of specific questions and comments that it 
had collected from law librarians around the country. The
questions served as the basis for an excellent dialogue between
CRIV members and LEXIS-NEXIS, especially during small-group
meetings focusing on the online and off-line components of 
the business, but the discussion also expanded to include 
broad topics of interest to the whole profession. 

The reports and articles that follow attempt to share the site 
visit experience with readers by describing many of the specific
things that CRIV members learned during a most productive
visit. However, perhaps the most important piece of information
to pass on to AALL members is how committed LEXIS-NEXIS is 
to working with librarians to improve both its products and its
services. It was clear to the Committee that the opinions of 
all librarians were highly valued and that the comments or
questions of those who had specific problems would be
particularly welcomed. This was good news to the CRIV and 
we are pleased to pass this encouragement along to all 
AALL members. 

Integration
One area of interest to the committee in light of the recent
acquisitions by the LEXIS-NEXIS group was the current
organizational structure of the company and how integration 
is being handled. This topic was addressed early on in the site
visit by both Hans Gieskes, President and CEO of LEXIS-NEXIS,
and Paul Brown, President and CEO of Matthew Bender. They
both made it made clear that LEXIS-NEXIS has begun the
process of combining the work of the several “off-line”
publishers it now owns (e.g., Lexis Law Publishing, Matthew
Bender) and is determining how to integrate the entire set of
companies into a logical whole. According to Gieskes and Brown,
LEXIS-NEXIS is being very deliberate in approaching the effort,
trying to learn from the experiences of others in the publishing
industry about what has worked and what has not. Its goal is 
to develop procedures for customers that are as effective and
efficient as possible, but without losing or interfering with
methods that are already working well. 

These integration activities touch all departments and
responsibilities within the companies that comprise LEXIS:
Matthew Bender, Lexis Law Publishing, and Shepard’s. It was
stated on several occasions that integration was “underway” but
far from complete. Consequently, CRIV members discovered that 
this was a particularly opportune time to give input on what 
law librarians prefer in such areas as customer service and
ordering/billing. The company representatives in attendance
paid particular attention to these messages and indicated that
these recommendations would be given full consideration as 
the integrated company and its procedures are evolved.

The process has begun in the LEXIS-NEXIS organization to
integrate the sales, billing, and customer services activities of
Lexis Law Publishing, Matthew Bender, and Shepard’s. (For
Matthew Bender and Shepard’s, the integration began during
the joint venture days with Times Mirror.) LEXIS-NEXIS plans a
gradual integration process and hopes it will not be too fast 
for its customers.

Within the LEXIS-NEXIS group, Congressional Information
Services Inc., Marquis, Martindale-Hubbell, and National
Register Publishing, etc., currently remain as sister companies.
There is no immediate plan to integrate these companies 
with Lexis Law Publishing, Matthew Bender, and Shepard’s.

Major Issues (Print Products)

Customer Service
Librarians have criticized the apparent lack of training received
by the company representatives answering the customer service
line. LEXIS-NEXIS has experienced a great deal of turnover 
due to internal growth and opportunity for customer service
representatives, which in turn affects the level of experience 
a typical representative will have. To resolve some of the
customer service problems, the company is creating a structure
which will allow employees the opportunity for advancement,
thus providing them with an incentive to stay with the 
company longer. The company already employs “senior service
representatives” who can provide a higher level of service
should a problem be more complex than the phone
representative is trained to handle. The size of this “senior
service” workforce will be increased as current staff are 
trained and receive skill certification.

LEXIS-NEXIS is consolidating the Matthew Bender and Lexis Law
Publishing (formerly Michie) billing and shipping functions. 
This involves combining the databases of the two entities, and 
as anyone who has dealt with upgrades and conversions (not 
to mention Y2K considerations) knows, it takes time for all the
systems to run smoothly. The company is striving to make sure
problems are caught before the conversion, for which we all 
will be grateful in the end. Meanwhile, the customer service 
reps have to work with a database that does not always provide
satisfactory results. The CRIV made several suggestions for

LEXIS-NEXIS Site Visit
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improving customer service, such as a protocol to handle more
complex complaints, and assigning some sort of number to
particular problems to aid in tracking.

The company is also initiating a Large Account Management
Program to assist larger libraries, which presumably have more
complex billing and other problems. Each customer library 
will be assigned a single customer service representative to
handle its account. The emphasis of this group is to provide
personalized, proactive service to these larger accounts.

In dealing with Matthew Bender and LLP customer service, 
the CRIV recommends that customers insist on talking to a more
senior representative if the phone representative with whom
they are speaking does not seem to have the answer. If that
fails, contact the CRIV’s Complaint Resolution Subcommittee.
LEXIS-NEXIS will provide “escalation” contact numbers to the
CRIV, to be given out at their discretion. Problems needing 
this level of attention should be referred to the Complaint
Resolution Subcommittee. 

Shipping
Shipping operations for Matthew Bender and Lexis Law
Publishing are being consolidated, hopefully resulting in fewer
mistakes. The company has initiated a “zero defects initiative”
which aims to significantly reduce printing and shipping errors.

Unfortunately for customers of overseas publications from the
likes of Butterworths UK, shipping has reverted from Lexis 
Law Publishing back to the original publisher. This may slow 
the shipping time and can pose problems if a subscribing library
needs to contact the publisher. LEXIS-NEXIS executives were 
not able to provide any concrete assistance with this difficulty,
but CRIV members asked them to consider providing a U.S.
telephone number where librarians could call to report 
problems with their foreign accounts.

Some customers have received material from subscriptions that
had long ago been canceled. The company attributed most of
these errors to titles acquired from other publishers. The lists 
for those titles were not always accurate, hence the errors.

Finally, the picky but pesky adhesive problem. Some customers
objected to Lexis Law Publishing’s use of cellophane tape to
attach invoices to shipping boxes, preferring the method of
gluing the envelope to the package used by other publishing
companies. Lexis Law Publishing is exploring other packaging
methods, which will require some changes in its packaging
equipment. 

Editorial Problems
Many librarians have experienced the odd Matthew Bender
index which refers to nonexistent pages. The company 
recently initiated an index validation process that double-checks
references for accuracy, so hopefully this problem will cease. 
If customers have problems with the content or index of MB
publications, contact information for the editors is provided 
on the copyright page of every publication.

Add-Ons
The topic of add-ons was the result of recent shipments of
unsolicited material. One example of this kind of publication 
is the Maryland Mini Citator. The initial discussion centered
around how the LEXIS-NEXIS representatives perceived what
they referred to as “product enhancements.” They reported
receiving positive responses from certain sectors of the
market—e.g., solo practitioners or small firms—indicating 
the popularity of these publications. However, CRIV members
informed them that many larger libraries felt these materials
duplicated publications to which they already subscribe. There
was some discussion, led by CRIV members, in which they
related how some law librarians process these product
enhancements in their respective organizations. The LEXIS-NEXIS
representatives admitted that they had not considered the fact
that these publications necessitate additional staff hours for
cataloging and processing.

The CRIV’s suggested recommendations regarding add-ons were: 

1. Notify accounts before automatically sending them. 
Let each library decide whether it wishes to 
receive add-ons.

2. If an item is sent, have the invoice reflect it as a
separate item. This would make it easy to mark it 
for return and deduct the cost from the payment.

3. Indicate in the system when the item is returned and
when there is an indication to cancel future shipments
of this particular title only. In other words, do not
cancel the entire state code set because of the return 
of one of the product enhancements.

Pricing and Billing
CRIV members raised several issues concerning the pricing and
billing of LEXIS-NEXIS print products. They were told that LEXIS-
NEXIS did not expect prices to increase significantly in the coming
year. Percentage increases will probably be somewhere close to
the rate of inflation. However, librarians attempting to predict 
the cost of their Shepard’s subscriptions should take note of the
following caveat. Since Shepard’s Citators have not received
substantial revisions for some two to three years (after a period
in which many of the citators, in rapid succession, underwent
expensive revisions), the citators are now due for such treatment
to eliminate multiple steps in the Shepardizing process.

LEXIS-NEXIS outlined the different billing plans available to
customers. Most Matthew Bender, Shepard’s, and Lexis Law
Publishing (LLP) print products can be billed and paid for as
each supplement, release, pocket-part, etc. is issued by the
publisher and received by the customer. However, annual 
billing plans are also available. Customers are able to have the
combined annual cost for all their Matthew Bender subscriptions
calculated, and then pay this total with a one-time payment
each year, or be billed and pay one-twelfth of this total each
month. The same is true for a customer’s Shepard’s subscription.
The same is also true for a customer’s Lexis Law Publishing
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subscriptions with the added wrinkle of “product dependent
billing.” Because of regulations of several state governments 
for which Lexis Law Publishing publishes annotated codes, LLP
cannot compute in advance, with 100% accuracy, the cost to 
the customer of a year’s worth of supplementation to the state
codes. For this reason, customers opting for annual billing for
Lexis Law Publishing subscriptions face a year-end “clean-up”
charge (or credit) for their state code subscriptions.

CRIV members also brought to the attention of LEXIS-NEXIS
officers problems AALL members have been experiencing 
with statements and invoices. These problems have included
abbreviations for titles that even customer service
representatives could not interpret. CRIV members stressed 
that titles appearing on billing documents should be stated in 
an intelligible and unambiguous manner, and customer service
representatives should be able to interpret all abbreviations
found on invoices and statements. LEXIS-NEXIS officers were
also told of the frustration that arises when payments are
applied to invoices other than those the party remitting payment
intended. Librarians do not want payments to be applied to
oldest invoices first when documentation enclosed with a check
clearly shows to which invoices the payment should be applied.
For their part, LEXIS-NEXIS officers asked that librarians call 
as soon as possible to have errors appearing on invoices and
statements corrected and not let mistakes hang on for several
months before contacting the company to have them corrected.

Major Issues (Electronic Products)

Advertisements
The CRIV raised the issue of delivering advertisements and
gimmicks that have little or no educational value to law schools.
LEXIS executives believe that they must engage in this over-
abundant form of advertising to remain competitive in the
current market, but expressed a desire to supply materials 
that would help students make informed choices about an
information provider. LEXIS even seems to welcome an effort 
by law school librarians to stop the distribution of questionable
materials from all publishers to pressure the industry into
uniformly supplying more informative handouts to the students.

Y2K
The latest versions of the LEXIS-NEXIS proprietary software 
have been tested and certified Y2K compliant. These versions 
of the software, and a list of products retired because of 
non-compliance, are available from the LEXIS Web site
(http://www.lexis-nexis.com/y2k/).

Customer Service
In the area of customer service, LEXIS has made a serious
attempt to improve both the quantity and quality of its customer
service representatives. With the soft job market, it has been 
a struggle to find the type of employee that LEXIS demands.
Every service representative is required to have a college
degree. Presently, over forty percent of the representatives have
at least one advanced degree. Every service representative 
must go through a rigorous training period of eight weeks
before being allowed to field live telephone calls. Even after 
this initial training, no representative is just turned out. Each sits

with a coach until both the new service representative and the
coach are satisfied with the representative’s abilities to answer
questions and provide the correct answer.

Training does not stop with the eight-week course. At any given
time, twenty five percent of the customer service representative
pool is in on-going training. LEXIS has also brought up a new
Web-based knowledge base that allows representative’s to
search a continually expanding database for problem-solving
answers. As of now, each service representative has also been
trained in the new Universe product. If you cannot seem to get
the answer that you are looking for from the initial service
representative, Scott Brown, senior director of customer service,
recommends that you ask for a supervisor. Supervisors are
experienced customer service representatives who have been
given increased responsibilities. Each customer service
representative has been trained to pass on difficult questions to
a supervisor and will not take it as an insult if a customer asks
for a supervisor.

LEXIS has also made strides in expanding the job description 
of its customer service representatives. After three years of
experience, additional duties and assignments are given to
customer service representatives to allow them to broaden their
work experience while still retaining the best employees for
work in customer service. As much as fifty percent of a senior
service representative’s work can be outside the customer
service arena. By expanding job opportunities, LEXIS executives
are quite sure that the best representatives will remain within
the umbrella of customer service and continue what LEXIS 
hopes is a tradition of high quality customer service.

Software: Web vs. Proprietary
Last Autumn, LEXIS introduced a Web browser version of
software in addition to its proprietary software. In the past year,
instruction has generally been given on this Web version and 
not on the proprietary software. Law librarians sent a number of
e-mail messages to the CRIV, raising issues about the Web-based
and software versions of LEXIS. Members of the CRIV spent 
a whole day with top executives at LEXIS discussing the law
librarians’ concerns about these online products.

First of all, some law librarians have had difficulties obtaining
passwords for the Web version through Service Express. Jo
McDermott (Vice President of Organizational Effectiveness)
explained that new passwords for Web-based LEXIS and for 
the proprietary software are created in different systems. The
former take 30 minutes to create, whereas passwords for LEXIS
software can be created almost instantaneously. This difference
in systems has also meant that passwords are not necessarily
interchangeable between the two versions. She told the CRIV
that LEXIS is also working on resolving this problem. 

LEXIS executives told the CRIV that they are focusing on the 
Web version of their product because “the Internet is the future.” The
CRIV told the executives that law librarians are concerned about this
attitude, since some libraries are not technologically equipped to search
exclusively on the Web-based product. Some researchers prefer the
proprietary software over the Web version for various reasons,
including the fact that “power users” can find information more
quickly on the software.
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The LEXIS executives addressed this issue by informing the CRIV
that they are trying to integrate some of the software features
into the Web-based product. For example, the Web version uses
“sources” rather than libraries and files. LEXIS is working to
make the libraries and files available in the Web version.
Command stacking and dot commands are some other features
that LEXIS is also trying to integrate into its Web version.

Billing in the Web version is an issue for many firm librarians.
The proprietary software allows for either hourly or
transactional pricing. LEXIS has difficulty with hourly billing in
the Web version because the company can only detect when 
the system is processing a query. LEXIS is working on finding 
a solution to this problem. 

Additional problems that the CRIV discussed with the executives
included: problems involved with entering client billing
information into the Web-based product; difficulties with printing
to a stand-alone printer from LEXIS on the Web; and “links that
go nowhere” on the Web-based version. LEXIS asked questions
about the nature of these problems, and the LEXIS executives
promised to research the issues.

Organization 
LEXIS-NEXIS adds 3.3 million documents per day, which equals
roughly 23.4 million a week. The editorial department employs
over 300 staff members who are responsible for editing and
adding data to the system. Users of the LEXIS-NEXIS service
total subscribers is 1.6 million and serves more than .8 million
active subscribers.

Sales Representatives
A LEXIS-NEXIS customer now may have one sales representative
for Lexis Law Publishing, Matthew Bender, and Shepard’s and
another for LEXIS-NEXIS. The company is developing a new plan
of having separate representatives for its online (LEXIS-NEXIS)

and off-line (print and CD-ROM) products. Both representatives
may report to the same regional manager. The online
representative will be skilled in training for online services, and
the off-line representative will be knowledgeable about Lexis
Law Publishing, Matthew Bender, and Shepard’s products. CRIV
members believe that academic or large law firm librarians will
prefer the two-representatives arrangement, one for online 
and one for off-line, but small law firm librarians may 
prefer one sales representative. In either case, law librarians
appreciate competent and knowledgeable sales representatives.
LEXIS-NEXIS plans to invest in training to ensure this result.

Conclusion
LEXIS-NEXIS made a major commitment to the CRIV and to AALL
members generally by having various executives in attendance
at the discussions and informal sessions over the two days the
Committee spent with the company. It was clear that this site
visit was just as important to LEXIS-NEXIS as it was to the CRIV. 

The CRIV would like to express its sincere appreciation to Holley
Thompson (LEXIS-NEXIS Senior Director of Strategic Customer
Alliances) and Cindy Spohr (LEXIS-NEXIS Librarian Relations
Group) for making all the arrangements that contributed to
making this site visit a success. Their tireless efforts at
scheduling the appropriate LEXIS-NEXIS personnel and 
seeing that all of the CRIV’s concerns were addressed helped
significantly in the committee’s achieving its intended goals. 
We would also like to express special thanks to the Site Visit
Subcommittee, chaired by Elizabeth Rhodes. Elizabeth and her
committee, including Frosty Owen and Janet Reinke, went to
great lengths to assure that the meeting ran smoothly. The
success of CRIV site visits ultimately depends upon the concerted
efforts of all the parties involved, and we are grateful for all 
the assistance that has been provided, including that of all our
AALL colleagues.

Are You Being Served? Carl E. Mitchell

Community Legal
Services, Inc. 
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

There are many different kinds of law libraries. This fact is
obvious to law librarians. The CRIV site visit to LEXIS presented
an excellent opportunity to examine the conundrum presented
by the existence of law libraries that have novel purposes and
organization. Very often in the world of legal information,
segments of the law library community are underserved and
overlooked by publishers and legal information vendors. These
libraries, as well as the respective librarians, receive disparate
treatment because of their remote locations, or their attachments
to government entities, or because of the nature of their
clientele. Marketing services, training, and customer support 
for these libraries vary greatly from the treatment given to their
more traditional counterparts in law firms and law schools. 

Marketing and support for two types of libraries were discussed
during the site visit. Specifically, we examined those issues 
as they relate to state, court, and government libraries as 
well as libraries that are dedicated solely to the public 
interest community.

State/Government Libraries
State, court, and government law libraries are often victims of
mischaracterization. Certain incidental factors help foster this
errant portrayal—such as the library’s procurement process and
the fact that the courts themselves are sources of material for
publishers. The courts’ law libraries are generically classified as
government libraries with no regard to the fact that they are
specialized legal research facilities. These libraries are excluded
from announcements about innovations in technology,
opportunities to participate in training programs, and other
functions that are advantageous to the legal researcher. 
The paucity of dissemination of information hinders the 
research process. 

The overall library market is generally serviced by two divisions
of the company: LEXIS, the portion that manages law firm 
and law school accounts, and NEXIS, the division that services
corporate and governmental entities. The CRIV discussed the
possible resolutions to the problematic profiling of these
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libraries. Several proposals are under consideration. Among
them, there is overall agreement that all libraries that are
related specifically to law should be serviced through the LEXIS
unit, its specialized customer service, and support persons.

Public Interest Law Libraries
Another overlooked group of the library community are those
that serve nonprofit organizations: public interest law firms, 
and pro bono institutions. Libraries for the impoverished 
and disenfranchised are often as underrepresented as 
their patronage. 

Organizations in this sector would encourage publishers to
increase their charitable support and establish pricing policies
that are non-profit friendly. However, there is sensitivity to the
nature of corporate economics; no one is advocating that these
conglomerates degrade their bottom line by indiscriminately
squandering resources. Librarians who work in these
organizations tend to develop expertise at doing more with 
less. However, there are ways to ease the burdens of these
librarians, who work with limited staff and tight budget
constraints, that have minimal costs to the publisher. LEXIS, for
example, agreed to investigate opportunities that are mutually
beneficial to societal interests as well as its corporate identity. 

Under established practice, LEXIS allows students who have
public interest placements during the September through May
school year to have pro bono access to its online services;
however, this practice does not extend to students who fulfill
their public interest requirements during the summer. Although
they do not take place in the classroom setting, these positions
are often required activities. Since LEXIS’s established policy 
is to support public interest work, extending that policy to keep
through the other three months of the year for some students
seems logical. The student benefits by having resources

available for research and learning. Additional benefits accrue 
to the organization, the community, and quite possibly a client
who may otherwise have been turned away. Moreover, as the
student goes on to practice in the fee-generating world and
draws on the learning experiences, LEXIS benefits.

Additionally, LEXIS offers pro bono grants of time for certain
public interest research. Access to the services with these grants
is available only by using its proprietary software. As LEXIS
continues to put product development resources into the browser
environment, it seems expedient that it extend the use of this
pro bono time to access Internet resources. 

To focus greater attention on those libraries that are 
not afforded the greatest attention, LEXIS is considering 
re-segmenting market strategies so that one person would
represent libraries in all market segments. This blended 
sales person will have the flexibility to attend to smaller and
nontraditional law libraries and to travel to geographically
remote locations. Librarians are also encouraged to take
advantage of the amply available telephone training and
materials that are available on various LEXIS Web sites. 

The CRIV will continue to be a conduit to encourage publishers
and vendors to recognize and support these libraries. Ideally,
providers of legal information will confer to these libraries 
levels of support and training, accessibility options, and 
problem reconciliation resources that are similar to those 
that are abundantly available to our colleagues in more
traditional libraries.

Are you being served? If you would like to share experiences
about your library, especially if you work in a public interest 
or governmental organization, please contact Carl Mitchell by 
e-mail at cmitchell@clsphila.org or by fax at 215/981-0434. 

LEXIS-NEXIS Librarian Relations GroupSusan Skyzinski

LEXIS-NEXIS Regional
Information Manager
Dallas, Texas

Overview
The LEXIS-NEXIS Librarian Relations Group is entering its fifth year
of working with the law librarian community. Its mission is to build
strong, long-term relationships with librarians in legal settings and
professional services firms, focusing on in-depth product training,
professional development, and support of professional associations.

LEXIS-NEXIS established the Librarian Relations Group because it
recognized that librarians require more in-depth information on the
content and functionality of the databases than do other information
users. In addition, the company recognized the importance of
working cooperatively with national and regional library associations.

The Librarian Relations Group currently consists of 19 members.
Seven are Dayton-based and are responsible for management
and development of programs, newsletters, a Web site, and
educational materials for librarians. The remaining staff
members are “Regional Information Managers,” or librarian
liaisons, located throughout the country.

Headquarters
All members of the management staff of the Librarian Relations
Group have earned a master’s of library science degree, have
previous experience in law library settings and have been active
participants in the library profession for many years. 

The headquarters staff is responsible for developing and
implementing communication to and programs for the librarian
community. This includes working with AALL and other 
law librarian associations on sponsorships and product
demonstrations at national, local, and regional meetings 
and conferences.

Recent activities of the Librarian Relations Group include jointly
underwriting with the PLL SIS, participating in the development
of the AALL Resource Guides series, and participating in the
educational program, the vendor area, and providing
sponsorships at several Chapter meetings. 
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Y2K Compliance—Is your library 
ready for 01-01-2000?

Elizabeth Edinger

University of California
School of Law Library
Berkeley, California

Y2K Readiness Disclosure Act 
(PL 105–271)

“An act to encourage the disclosure and exchange of
information about computer processing problems,
solutions, test practices and test results, and related
matters in connection with the transition to the year
2000.” (P.L. 105–271, official title as passed in the 
U.S. Senate, October 19, 1998) 

In an ongoing effort to help connect law librarians to vendor
information, the CRIV has been collecting Web site URLs for year
2000 disclosure and/or compliance statements. All of the links
are created, written, and maintained by the publishers. As 
a Committee, we are not guaranteeing the accuracy of the
information, nor are we able to review each site beyond a few
brief notes about what one might find there. Our goal is to
make the information more easily available, and to encourage
vendors to supply concrete, useful data about their products in
anticipation of Y2K questions. We invite librarians and vendors
to provide us with additional links and annotations not listed
here. If you find a dead link, please inform the Webmaster.

ABA—http://www.abanet.org/tech/
ltrc/2000/y2kmisc.html 
ABA’s information page and toll-free phone number. 

The toll-free Y2K phone number is 888/USA-4-Y2K. This 
toll-free number will offer recorded advice 24 hours a day on
frequently asked questions and have experts available for
additional information from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. (Eastern
Time), Monday through Friday. 

Aspen—http://www.aspenpub.com/Y2000.htm 
A general, undated compliance statement. There is neither 
a list of products by title, nor any contact listed for Y2K-specific
questions. The stated goal is that all the programs will be
compliant by the end of the first quarter of 1999.

BNA—http://www.bna.com/corp/y2kcdcmp.htm
The disclosure statement is set up as a FAQ. Products are
generally listed by platform (CD-ROM, Windows, Web) rather
than by title. A link is provided to the disclosure statement for
Folio. The statement is dated December 1998. An e-mail link 
to customer services is also provided.

Butterworths—http://www.butterworths.co.uk/
content/y2k/compliance.htm 
A general, undated compliance statement. There is a list of
products, but it is not specific as to which are certified as
compliant and which are not. There is an assurance that the
products will be tested, but no time frame is given. No contact 
is listed for Y2K-specific questions.

In addition to working with associations, the staff plans national
educational conferences, such as Teaching Research in Private
Law Libraries (TRIPLL), Teaching Research in Academic Law
Libraries (TRIALL), and Advanced Management for Private Law
Librarians (AMPLL). Many AALL members have taken advantage
of opportunities to participate in these programs during the past
several years.

The Dayton-based staff also works to ensure that the newest
information on the company’s products and services reaches
librarians, by producing the monthly LEXIS-NEXIS Information
Professional Update. The latest addition to this information
support activity is a new Web site designed specifically for
information professionals (http://infopro.lexis.com). The site
includes a monthly column on professional and product issues,
weekly research tips, new LEXIS-NEXIS features, downloadable
reference materials, and database updates. Users can conduct
searches and citations research directly from the site. In
addition, a sidebar feature allows librarians to select from
among a dozen frequently requested, pre-formatted searches,
and conduct a search with only a few clicks of a mouse.

Regional Information Managers
The Librarian Relations Group includes 12 Regional Information
Managers (RIMs), or librarian liaisons, strategically placed across
the country. All members of this team have earned a master’s 

of library science and have experience in law firm, law school,
or professional services firms.

RIMs specifically focus on the information needs of librarians. 
As LEXIS-NEXIS product experts, they work day-to-day to meet
librarians’ unique information needs. For instance, RIMs provide
individualized consulting on database usage, library marketing
strategies, and the latest information technology and products.
They also act as liaisons between the librarian community and
product and technical development groups at LEXIS-NEXIS
headquarters, communicating the needs and ideas of librarians.
RIMs also take an active role in their local communities by
providing professional development opportunities and
participating in association activities.

Communication
The LEXIS-NEXIS Librarian Relations Group is interested in
comments, feedback, and suggestions from the entire librarian
community and has provided a number of mechanisms for
communication, including:

Librarian Web site (http://infopro.lexis.com): 
This site includes information on the entire group 
and how to contact individuals within the group.

E-mail: info.pro@lexis-nexis.com

Voicemail: 800/227-9597, ext. 5148
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CCH—http://www.cch.com/y2kcomp.htm 
Information is set up as a FAQ, but it is undated and does not list
specific products. No contact information is given. Updates to this
information will be through an announcement or the Web site. 

Gale Group—http://www.gale.com/gale/techsupp/
techcare.html 
The date of last update to the page is prominently listed at the
very top of the document. CD-ROM products can be checked by
title by following a hypertext link on the page. No other titles
are listed, but there is a note that affected customers will be
notified of non-compliance; how is not specified. Both an e-mail
and a U.S. postal address are given for customers to contact the
vendor with Y2K questions. 

General Code Publishers—http://www.
generalcode.com/y2k.html 
No date is given on the page to tell the customer when it was
last updated, but there are links to the compliance statements 
of other software vendors that would be used in conjunction
with the products, and an e-mail and U.S. postal address for
customers to contact the vendor with Y2K questions. 

Gould—http://www.gouldlaw.com/y2k
statement.txt 
A simple disclosure statement, dated February 22, 1999, to let
customers know that all of the electronic software is compliant.
There is no listing of contacts for customer questions.

Information Access—http://www.informationaccess.
com/y2k/index.htm 
[connects to Gale Group page] 

LEXIS-NEXIS—http://www.lexis–nexis.com/y2k/
Presidentletter.asp 
In addition to the undated statement from the President, there
are links to a FAQ, schedule for remediation, product list, and 
a list of retired products. An e-mail address is provided for
customers with Y2K questions.

Matthew Bender—http://www.bender.com/
bender/open/Webdriver?MItab=WebPages&
MIval=faq_y2k 
Product line updates are available, along with a current status
and schedule (all undated). Links are provided to Capsoft and

LEXIS-NEXIS. No contact is listed for customers with Y2K
questions.

NILS Publishing—http://www.nils.com/2000.htm 
A general compliance statement is provided, and a link by which
one can e-mail the company’s Y2K Compliance Administrator. 

Ovid Technologies—http://www.ovid.com/
support/y2k.htm 
A schedule of the company’s Y2K project, with a summary of
changes and progress to date is posted, with the date of the 
last time the page was revised. 

Reed Elsevier—http://www.r–e.com/y2k.htm 
A simple disclosure statement, without specific titles/products
listed. An e-mail address is listed to someone in the company 
to whom Y2K question may be directed. 

RIA Group—http://www.riatax.com/y2k/index.htm 
The site is divided into a FAQ, update on the project (undated),
and a contact for customers with Y2K questions. No products 
are specifically listed. 

Shepard’s—http://www.shepards.com/helpcite/
refdesk/y2k.htm 
Brief statement of compliance, undated and without a products
list. Customers are informed that a letter will be sent to those
affected when testing is complete. 

Tax Analysts—http://www.tax.org/about/
tay2k.htm 
A copy of the federal legislation is provided, along with the
company’s statement, its definition of readiness, project
overview, and the project’s status. Information about whom 
to contact with question can be found by following the link 
to project overview.

West Group—http://www.westgroup.com/
newsinfo/year2000/ 
The site offers a FAQ, disclosure statement, project information,
and a compliance chart for specific titles listing them as
compliant, retired, or usable. West also offers a brief summary
of its contingency plans. A Y2K-specific e-mail address is
available for customers with questions, or the general 
800 number.

Sample Letters Now Available on the CRIVPageChris Graesser

Brown Rudnick 
Freed & Gesmer
Hartford, Connecticut 

Rosanne Krikorian

Whittier Law 
School Library
Costa Mesa, California

Introduction
The CRIV has drawn up a collection of sample letters which law
librarians can use as a guide for their own correspondence with
publishers. A list of the letters that are currently available is
provided at the end of this article. These letters can be accessed
on the CRIVPage Web site (http://www.aallnet.org/committee/
criv/crivtools/html). The language can be used verbatim, or
tailored to fit specific circumstances. Often a streamlined version
of these letters will produce the desired result. The CRIV will
continue to add to this list of sample letters as the need for
others arises. 

Time savers
You don’t have to take the time to write an original letter 
for most problem correspondence. Try doing the following:

Have on file preprinted letters for the most common
forms of correspondence, such as cancellations, unsolicited
material or routine returns. Then you can simply fill in 
the blanks and mail.

Keep templates in your word processing program 
which you can edit and print.
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The CRIV suggests that in communicating with information
vendors, librarians do the following:

• Check all the facts available to you in-house,
including library and accounts payable records, 
and the recollections of library and accounting 
staff who have worked on the matter.

• Gather all documentation and use it in your
communications. Crucial information to include 
would be account and invoice numbers.

• Use at least two forms of communication.
Send a letter by mail, by fax, and e-mail, contact 
your local sales representative (when appropriate) 
as well as customer service.

• Try to address your correspondence to a specific
individual or position title, if you are able to ascertain the
name or position of the person in the vendor’s organization
most likely to be able to solve your problem.

• Keep the tone of the communication objective.
It is possible to tell a company that you have been
inconvenienced and that you would like the problem 
to be corrected without getting personal or sarcastic 
(as tempting as that may be).

• Keep copies of all correspondence, with the most 
recent on top. This includes e-mail.

• Take notes on all phone conversations with customer
service reps and sales reps. Note the date, time, the
name of the rep, questions asked and answered, and
any promised action.

• Consider keeping a publisher log. This is a master
record of conversations, correspondence, and decisions
made in regard to a particular vendor situation.

• Allow time for a company to sort out a problem. 
Two weeks is not unreasonable, unless the problem 
is severe or has been unresolved in the past.

• Allow for the possibility that correspondence 
may get lost (see “Using at least two forms of
communication” above) or simple human error 
may occur.

• The CRIV has observed that written correspondence
tends to get more satisfactory results than phone calls.

Sample Letters: Contents 
Unsolicited Material (Example 1)
Unsolicited Material (Example 2)
Unsolicited Material (Example 3)
Caution regarding Letters concerning Unsolicited Material 
Invoices/Statements with Insufficient Information
Returns—General
Returns—On Approval Orders
Return and Cancellation
Cancellation
Claim (Non-subscription material)
Claim (Subscription material)
Follow-up (Any Situation)

The CRIV Complaint Resolutions Subcommittee Chris Graesser

Brown Rudnick 
Freed & Gesmer
Hartford, Connecticut 

Since the Complaint Resolution Subcommittee began monitoring
law-lib and other law librarian listservs, the number of
complaints it has addressed has increased tenfold. While the
number of complaints has grown, the response time in many
cases has been reduced to a matter of days (on a good day,
hours). While it isn’t possible to relate every single complaint
resolution in this brief article, it is possible to present a glimpse
of the types of requests that are being handled and the
resolutions the Committee has been able to bring about.

CCH Internet Pricing
A member posted a complaint to the effect that she was not able
to get a clear answer from CCH regarding its Internet pricing.
The CRIV contacted Leslie Bonacum, Library Liaison at CCH.
Leslie was able to provide an explanation of CCH’s current
pricing structure.

Status of Publisher
A librarian posted that she was having problems contacting a
vendor, A.S. Pratt. In addition to a number of librarians posting

what they knew, the CRIV actively pursued the issue and the
librarian was finally able to reach someone at the company.

University Press of America
Advertisement
A formal complaint was filed with the Committee, relating that
UPA was currently advertising a new book, neglecting to note
that the book’s contents were a reprint of an earlier law journal
article. A request was made by this Subcommittee that UPA
correct its advertising copy. UPA complied with the request.

Cross–posting Law–Lib Postings
The Committee frequently cross-posts messages that pop 
up on law-lib to privatelaw-lib, statecourtcounty-lib and the
academic listserv, if it feels the information is important enough
that everyone on the grapevine be informed.

Posting Publisher Announcements
From time to time, vendors have asked the CRIV to post
announcements. The CRIV scrutinizes these announcements and
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Industry Announcements
WestGroup Launches 
Service News Listserv
The West Group has developed an electronic mailing list, more
commonly known as a listserv, to provide law librarians with the
most current news and information regarding West Group and
its products. Listserv subscribers will receive e-mails notifying
them of enhancements and changes to customer service
offerings, as well as product information.

If you are interested in subscribing to West Group’s listserv,
please fill out the form located at http://www.westgroup.
com/custserv/servicenews.htm.

West says it is confident this listserv will help its continuing effort to
provide librarians with unparalleled customer service. If you have any
questions regarding the listserv or how to subscribe, please contact
West Group Customer Service (800/328-4880, ext. 65612). Our
Customer Service representatives will be happy to assist you.

If you choose not to subscribe to the listserv, you will continue 
to receive timely news and information from West Group
Customer Service by mail, or by visiting West’s Web site
(http://www.westgroup.com/custserv/).

CCH Names New Leadership

(CHICAGO, March 12, 1999)––Wolters Kluwer U.S. said today
that it has named Rebecca Karnes Hensley as president and 
CEO of CCH Incorporated (CCH), Riverwoods, Illinois, a leading
provider of tax and business law information and software. 
In addition, Hugo Van haecke will join CCH as chief operating
officer, and it has appointed Kevin L. Robert as publisher, 
CCH Federal and State Tax group. 

often asks the vendor to amend language that the Committee
feels might be considered promotional. When we do agree to
post for a vendor, it is because the Committee believes that the
message will improve customer service or that it provide useful
consumer information. A recent example was the announcement
of the launching of West Group’s Service News, which provides
ongoing consumer information, like announcing problems 
with shipping or the issuance of misprints.

West Shipping & Handling 
Charges: An Explanation
The inconsistencies of West Group’s shipping and handling
charges has appeared regularly as a complaint on the law-lib
listserv. The CRIV received a formal inquiry last fall, which 
the Committee subsequently investigated. Carl Mitchell of the
Complaint Resolution Subcommittee contacted West’s customer
services personnel to communicate the concerns regarding 
these inconsistencies and received the following reply.

West Group’s shipping and handling charges for print
products issues subscription vary depending on the
product’s brand. The charges for West Publishing, Lawyers
Cooperative, and Bancroft–Whitney brands are based 
on a formula using the number of volumes shipped 
under a single packing slip. For 1999, the charge for a
one-volume shipment is $5.25, and for two volumes is
$8.00. The incremental charge thereafter is generally
$1.75 for each additional volume. Similarly, shipping and
handling charges for pamphlets of these brands are based
on a formula using the number of pages shipped under 
a single packing slip.

The shipping and handling charges for Clark Boardman
Callaghan (CBC) brand print looseleaf products are
calculated at 7.5 percent of the subscriber price.

Mary Ellen Marlowe
Senior Director, Customer Service
West Group

West Group posts shipping and handling information on its 
Web site (www.westgroup.com/custserv/custinfo.htm).
Marlowe’s response is consistent with the information the 
CRIV was given during our visit to West Group last year, namely,
that the various companies who merged to form the new 
West Group continue to use their own formulas to calculate 
the charges for shipping and handling.

The variations in these separate pricing formulas can be confusing
to the consumer. The CRIV suggests that, if enough people 
express their displeasure with the current shipping and handling
procedure, West may feel some motivation to change. However,
law librarians also have to realize that such a change would
require drastic conversions in West’s current accounting system.
This is not to make excuses for the present procedure, but merely
to point out that publishers have to consider many factors when
anticipating major alterations to their operating procedures. 

Conclusion
The examples noted above demonstrate the Committee’s
strengths as well as its limitations. The CRIV can often get an
answer to a question or provide some degree of guidance in
solving a misunderstanding. However, the CRIV by itself 
cannot impel a publisher to reduce prices or change major
policies. Overall market forces, driven by the legal information
community, will continue to have more impact with these issues.

Our Committee’s goal this year has been to increase
communication between members and vendors and to reduce the
time it takes to get an answer. We feel that we have achieved this
goal, but we need the support and participation of all our members
in order to maintain our momentum. Please continue to forward
formal complaints to the Chair of the Complaints Subcommittee.




